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Study on grading procedures underway
Mulling over his transcript, this student is wondering why he
did not get straight A's last semester along with the other 670
Pacific students who did. Because of this high figure at UOP,
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Students to ask easement
of city rock concert laws
COP senior Damijjn Kerwill appear before the
Mton city Council next
•"day njght and present a
H»sal which, if approved.
Mdremove restrictions that
"virtually prohibit indoor

Photo by Boh Lowe

and other institutions, serious study is taking place to discover
the reasons behind such grading procedures.

tefore City Council Monday

1

Also, many professors aresensitive to their students' need
for good grades in order for them to get into graduate schools.
And, as more and more Students appear to be using college as a
"graduate prep school." the feeling may be growing.
Hand points out that this creates a conflicting situation,
where students and teachers point to a system of non-judge
ment, and at the same time rely so heavily 011 good grades.
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D digging up his•xperience are uritions in England
tiers will receive
it ions is May 15,
York, N.Y. 10025.

illcngiug hour of,
nted at Anderson
nty-One Hundred"
119 at 6; 30and 9:30
find $1.25 without.

However. Joulu categorically rejects the argument that
the upward drill is the result of better work done by better stu
dents. In fact. .Joulu says. "We know I rom a numbcrol sources
that the reverse is true, that student's abilities are going
down."
Many observers trace the beginnings ol grade inflation to
the era ol student unrest in the early and mid-sixties. They be
lieve that professors discovered that, when they gave a stu
dent a poor grade, they were doing more than making a judg
ment 011 the student's ability.
Ill the ease ol males at least, professors found they were
also determining the future of their students, since poor
grades not only marked ability, they also made him eligible to
be drafted and shipped overseas to a war many of the tea
chers questioned themselves.
THE ItlSE in grades also follows 011 the heels of the great
commotion over whether there should be grades at all. Sys
tems such as the Pass/No Credit option grew out of com
plaints from both students and professors that judgment and
classification were not the appropriate methods to motivate
learning. The chairman of Stanford'^ committee to investi
gate grades echoes this philosophy saying. "We just live in a
11011.judgmental society."
Academic Vice President Hand concurs that this is a pos
sible cause ill'the inflation, that "there is a certain rejection of
evaluation. . . there is a segment in highereducation that be
lieves we should only report success . . . There is a feeling it
isn't right to distinguish student X from student Y."
One factor some observers feel contributes to the upward
swing in grades is that teachers have become increasingly
sensitive to the organized evaluations students arc making ol
them. In an effort to get good "reviews", some teachers are
grading easier than they would otherwise be inclined to.

' Metric

rock concerts in this city.
Along with ASOUP Social
Director Lee Rosenberg, he
has been working on the pro
posal for four months and has
received support from numer
ous auditorium and theatre

will be offered everJ p.m. to HP 5" P111,
University Choiis.
diversity Organist
by a member of the
the university eoro-

owners, as well as from rock
promoters in and out of
California.
The proposal applies only
to indoor concerts. Because of
violence at several outdoor
"festivals" in years past, both
Kerwin and Rosenberg feel it
would be impossible to effect
any kind of change relating to
outdoor concerts.
DUE TO the two past inci
dences of violence at outdoor
shows, the city of Stockton
chose not only to ban the out
door festivals but also to im
pose the following stringent
restrictions on indoor
per

formances:
(1) Criminal conviction
records of all employees and
performers be presented. The
city manager also reserves
the right to "refuse permis
sion for the proposed event" if
the applicant , promoter or
manager has a prior felony
conviction, "regardless of the
fact that it may have been ex
punged or sealed."
(2) A cash deposit of be
tween $1,000 and $5,000 "as
security against , damages
. . . and to cover the cost of
providing security officers."
(3) The posting ol $100,000
indemmity bond "to insure

I

I Phone 946-2114
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Several events planned
for Pacific Day April 26
By SUE ANDERSON

More than 100 different
events are scheduled for the
third annual Pacific Day to be
against any
anticipated held here Saturday, April 26.
damages."
According to Doyle Menden
Rosenberg noted that in his' director of public relations,
and Kerwin's communiea- programs have been planned
tions with other cities and rock for businesses, educators,
promoters , they came upon no UOP students and prospective
laws that were as restrictive as students and their parents.
the latter requirement. In fact,
"The purpose of Pacific
he said, a $5,000 bond is the
absolute highest that any other Day is to bring the communi
city or auditorium they con ty, alumni and prospective stu
dents onto campus so they can
tacted required.
become better acquainted with
The two students have
been in contact with the city UOP," Menden explained.
attorney and through him will "Many ol them aren't fami
liar with UOP's various col
question the legality of the
leges."
clause which requires records
The day will begin with the
see ROCK CONCERT pg. eight

traditional Strawberry Break
fast sponsored by Anderson Y.
Later in the day, the Uni
versity Center and recreation
area will be dedicated.
One of the highlights of
Pacific Day is the Crafts Faire
sponsored by Anderson Y.
Leather, stained glass, maerame, pottery, clothing, art and
photography are among the items to be on display and for
sale.
An all-campus barbecue
will be served at noon. Cost will
be $1.60 or a meal ticket.
President Stanley McCaf
frey will speak to prospective
students and their parents al
intervals throughout the day,
and the School of Education
will feature Congressman John

Senate argues
editor choice
Joseph Goldeen, present
news editor of the Paeifican,
was appointed editor-in-chief
for the coming school year by
the ASUOP senate last Tues
day night after nearly one hour
of discussion.
The discussion centered
around an alleged broken ver
bal "guarantee that Goldeen
made to the senate that a par
ticular ASUOP story would be
placed on the front page and
whether ASUOP should esta
blish a "priority system for

wring Hour®:
O 11 P-M.
IDNIGHT
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win make a prfsenlalion lo
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news in the Paeifican.
Several senators accused
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'oil prices increase by 7.4 per cent
ourefour staff without cutting
saicfi
m/.v " Fairbrooh
f,C,Cntyour prices was the
Raising
could do. '

[Nuent visitors to the U,'lV Center Mall will nc>•4 things are costing
|
Jese days. Prices at the
q Uvr increased 7.4 per
0 hteet rising food costs.
example,
.>\e
forced the Mall to inW »c been losing upsyrup has
L.^floly tL'JUt
" Ufljd
$600 ..a .....ol
weck.'sa
crease the cost of a 15-cent coke
Tvice Director Paul . to 20 cents.
'"ok.
mainfairbk°ok
Tin-: INCREASE is a last
U ofter
4tr many efforts l»
^Menses at a minimum.
I ,! tried cutting hack on

area. We are now comparable
'
in cost with other colleges.
see INCREASE pg. eight

Director n eeded
Applications are still
available for ASUOP dir
ector of academic affairs A

job description is available
from the ASUOP office. The
deadline for submitting
applications is April 15 at 5
p.m.

competition

in the Stockton

Goldeen of "not coming
through" with a guarantee that
a story on ASUOP job applica
tions would be given front-page
coverage in the last issue. The
story appeared on page two.
GOLDEEN STATED that
he "pushed" for front-page
coverage, but space did not al
low it.
Senator Arnoldo Torres
sponded with a proposal to
"establish a priority system
where student affairs would be
put on the first page instead of
joke lines," referring to the
Nixon April Fools story.
Senator Courtney Mit
chell disagreed, saying that the
newspaper should not be res
tricted in its coverage.
It was then proposed by
Lee Rosenberg, social direc
tor, that perhaps a certain
amount of space should be
reserved for ASUOP use in
each issue.
"If this stipulation was put
on, I would not run the paper,"
Goldeen stated. "The editor
should have the option of mov
ing stories around, and what
freedom would the editor have
to edit?"
see SENATE pg. eight

McFall as speaker at its banquet.
Callison College has plan
ned
demonstrations
of
woodcutting and raku pottery
and a Japanese puppet show.
Elbert Covell College will have
an exhibition soccer game and
displays of handicrafts, cos
tumes, posters and other items from Latin America.
An art show and sale is
planned by Raymond College
and the Conservatory ol Music
will stage a musical variety
show. Both the School of Phar
macy and the School of Engi
neering will offer demonstra
tions throughout the day.
VARIOUS
DEPART
MENTS in COP will also
participate in the event. The
chemistry department will
present a magic show and the
drama department will per
form "Anything
Goes," a
1930's musical. The physical
education department has
scheduled demonstrations ol
judo, modern dance, tai chi,
kung fu, yoga and gymnastics.
The black studies department
will feature an exhibition of
Carribbean and Afro-Haitian
dancing. Many other pro
grams will also be presented
by other departments of COP.
"We feel very enthusi
astic about the plans for the
day and expect many hun
dreds of alumni, parents and
prospective students to at
tend," stated McCaffrey.
Students wishing to work
in the planning of activities and
help conduct tours on Pacific
Day should
contact Diana
Clouse, third floor Burns
Tower for more information.

jPacifican editors J
Pholo by Lisa Zimmerman

Pacific Day planners
UOP President Stanley McCaffrey and Diana
Clouse, director of parent-alumni relations,
look over a schedule of events for the third
annual Pacific Day, to be held Saturday, April
26. Over 100 different events are planned,

involving all departments of the university.
"We feel very enthusiastic about the plans for
the day and expect many hundreds of alumni,
parents and prospective students to attend y
staled McCaffrey.

JSeveral paid editorial posi-|
tions on the Paeifican staff will!
be open for the fall semester.®
|The openings include news,|
photography and sports edilorl
and business, advertising and®
(circulation managers. Those|
interested should come by thei
Paeifican office, third floor of®
|North Hall, and fill out anl
^application by April 1H.
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The penalty for

What should be the penalty for
possesion of a small amount of u
marijuana?
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Mark Fagley - Freshman,
COP. A nuisance fine, some
thing less than a hundred dol
lars. I think that selling should
be subject to the same fine as a
controlled substance.

Dave Waldner - Fresh
man, COP. Nothin'. As fur as I
know, getting stoned has never
been an evil, especially a
social evil

1

'V
Hondo - Junior, t(
Nothin', just get more p„t™
were just thinking about°gl)^
to get stoned when youjl
came along.

Carol Crawford - Junior,
Conservatory of Music. A slap
on the hand and a strong no
or a dollar fine.
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Dave Maeaulay - Senior,
COP. I don't think there-should
be any penalty at all. Marijuana is here to stay and it
• should be legalized in order to
' gel it controlled.

Myron Kauk - Sophomore,
COP. I think the law is tineas it
is. I don't see any reason to
change it.

Dave Matthews - Fresh
man, COP. I say hang all them
god-damned hippies by the
genitals in the public square.

ts 01
es
K"1;011

Nora Schwartz - Sopho
more, Callison. I think the pen
alty should be more pot. Case
of Coca-Cola, I don't know.
God, 1 havetogetthePacifican
this week, hang it on the wall.
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Pharmacy celebrates 20th year Hard-working debate
By NORM CONE

t wp schools of pharmacy ill the
This year marks flic Iwen- slate didn't care for the compe
ticlh anniversary for OOP's tition.
School ol 1 'harniaey.
"Building up public rela
Today, the school is housed tions with the other two schools
in an nil ra modern facility that was the biggest problem." said
contains
such
innovative Rowland. "One Cal professor
programs
as
i ltd vis I rial gave the whole operation sixty
pharmacy.
radio-pharmacy (fays In fold."
and cancel' reseacii. The
Nevertheless, the school
complex is not quite six years
old and has potential tor audio began In expand. When Weber
visual beaching 'devices, ex Hall became loo crowded ldr
panded research and even a proper management of the
various
facilities'
museum, to, hold ( ajnlllieim y school.
re I i c s' rfd HftWtolW'setniol> * moved In quonset area and
This spring nearly 200 stu North Hall.
dents will ^tradualtl fr&mi The
In 1965 plans were started
school and wfi-Db'AvWgni/cd for the construction of a new fa
as some of the lop
in their cility on the opposite side of the
field.
Calaveras River. The original
- totih i •> >
drawings were $6 million a'WE STARTED with two bove the estimated price. Row
rooms in Wvhfti-l Rolf!"' ex land then decided to leave
plained Schiltfl dPi'Ptiarihuicy rooms unfurnished rather than
Dean Iv.m •RoWliilld' 'Atfiilio cut back, on cubic feel. The
time <nii owly1 prOfc-sMtr wits school wa.s finished in 1969, but
Emmons Rifsi on who ' had portions qf 'it are still wailing
come with me trmii Idaho for funding until they can be'
' i'm ,. ii, ci • .
State. Eodr. >iars later WWffl) properly equipped
and occu
the school1: would- graduate its pied."
0 0 . .o l-V.
.1 >
iHHl
gfli
first class! 1.0,111.rill.
flip Preceptor-Intern pro
i The'iv 'uci'c' t'ftrce tiiajW
pt'Ohletii's 'itr 'Otaifiiugl ttle gram, wpfS Rowland's answer fq
the, probfernx. faced,- ;by ;phaj't:
School. Wehtfi 11 all wasrIn
mqcy, .-ladenis (lin ing their. rq->
(Irastiic
need'
ol1- '
provements luo'dtng- lor '(tie qujre^l,internship.;
•Softie: (if our students:
school wasdiafd to liWcfkiiW-cit
had no alumni aiid't'he' other were sweeping floors-and be-'
• VII, 0-1(1: iKjkl.l,
:
Ifl'-Jtrtlt - ii-.n '

DAMAN'S IMPORTS
1
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' ''

JOlr- ' • .1'
From India

•

^

featuring law..pricos o n

MEN'S SHIRKS; •••iiln
blou$£s
WOOD 'carvings
WATER PIPES
JEWELRY

SPECIAL SALE
INDIAN TAPESTRIES
SINGLES...$3.95
DOUBLES...$4.95
one week only

downtown Stockton

43 N. SUTTER 948-0107

ing paid minimum wage ;
during their internships, some
weren't being paid at all,"
Rowland said. The prog rim l
provides for decent wages and
practical experience as a phar
macist.
'
Rowland hps also revised
clerkship programs with hos
pitals. Industrial pharmacy .
programs have, also been j
developed. .The student slu- :
dies industrial phurmpcyl:vtV
campus and has qp iPPPPAMn
oily to serve ;ui .iqternsfiip.iaP
Synlex Laboratories.. !v
',
I I --l! I !n-.'
RESEARCH FOR cures ol
arthritis, acute alcoholism,
nervous disorders, enzyme
systems, drug abjise and
cancer is also (aping conducted
at the school. Dr. Donald Pace,
who .heads the' cancer re-

in 1969 the use of de
partments in the school wore
abandoned and replaced with
two divisions. Health Care Ad
ministration
and
Phar
maceutical Sciences. By doing
this a professor may work out a
more precise curriculum for
the student.
Perhaps the most drasticchange was the conversion to
the three-semesle r yep r. which
allows year-round tpac-hing.
Rowland i« looking into tile
future, constantly planning to
keep up with I lip student.
"Education
must
be in
novative...We like tp, think of
the student a-vp product we
must st;}!. to tile public, niter
gradualiqg.",., ,, j .,

coach preparing for
Pacific tournaaient

If you see Dr. Paul Win most prestigious tournament
ters in your Monday morning in the field of debate. Winters
class nodding off to sleep, don't was chosen to be the tourna
be surprised. Chances are he ment host.
has just returned from a de
AS HOST, he will be in
bate tournament.
"I spend practically every charge of everything from pu
weekend during the academic; , blicity ignd transportation to a
year on debates. Usually j p' wine-tasting trip.
Winters has been coach
don't get back to Stockton until
2 a.m.," said Winters. "That's ing Pacific's nationally recog
nized debate teams since he
about 50 hours a week."
Winters is now planning came to Pacific in 1956. In
the National Debate Tourna- i 1964, when Pacific won the
NDT championship, he was
ment (NDT) to be held hereApril 19-21.
The tournament, named "coach of the year."
which will be composed of 62 Under his coaching, UOP has
teams and 104, judges, is the won 42 national champion
ships of different kinds.
Communication Arts De
partment Chairman Donald
Duns was one of the Pacific debalors who made it to the final
rounds of the first NDT in 1958.
"Debate is one of the few
activities where all levels of
colleges and universities can
compete ps equals," said Win
ters. "Unlike athletics where
brute strength is the key to vic
The government of Spain UOP campus," according to good-will programs—and what
tory,
debute is based on intel
and the Institute of Spanish Caldwell.:, i
better way than with these bea
(
ligence."
Culture in Madrid have jointly
utiful
books."
in
(to 1. -Ill;, '••• qo'T -I 11 (-.(; !
The upcoming tournament
donated over 200 books to El
DIRECTOR OF Libra
Now on tile Institute of can be beneficial to UOP "ebert Covet1 College, an
ries Jamicy Riddles;- presently
Spanish Culture exchange list. specially in the area of recruit
nounced Provost Gaylon Cald
engaged in cataloging the ti Covell is regularly receiving ing future debaters."
well.
,
tles lor integration,into tlie Spanish periodicals and mag
Formal presentation ol the
According to Winters, Pa
Spanish literature section of azines. Plans are developing
Spanish novels, government
cific's
own debate team
Irving Mqi'tin Library, will ac
codes, legal reviews and cul- cept the books on behalf of the willi the Institute in Madrid, "stands about a 50-50 chance of
through
tile
Eullbrighl
Schol
tu ra 1 and li le ra ry bindings wiII
making it to the tournament.
university.
arship program, for a profess
be made April 22 by San Fran
"California is the No. 1
or to teach Spanish theatre,
cisco Consular General - of
. "The genesis ol'ljiis gdi.ipower in the nation, so our
poetry
and
literature
at
Covell
eftjUs gift lies with UOP Re
Spain Jose Antonio de URIlftii!
next Winter Term.
' 'uq competition has been rough.
A lecture cm ''Pel'iUiHlVl'i-* gent Mi's. Frederick Early,
This team has done well na
1
"The Institute has volun tionally," Winters said.
ties in Spanish Theatre "'.tow WH6' interested Urbina in Covdll' College at a social func teered to pay the teacher's sal
follow by the 71-year-old mail
Team member John Hoof Spanish letters, Joaquin tion in San Francisco, " Cald ary; the Fullhright program bun believes Winters "is an ex
"President, defrays travel expenses and
Calvo Sotelo, distinguished au well explained.
cellent coach, especially for
thor and playwright. A recent Stanley E. McCaffrey and my UOP will provide room and those not as familiar with de
arrival from Spain. Sotelo has self extended an invitation to board," Caldwell said. "This bute skills.
"consented to extend his A- Urbina, who was delighted to exciting opportunity should lie
"Papa Paul is easy to get
just the impetus needed to stir
meriean speaking tour to ac speak with the Latin students
along
with and not too de
interest
and
spur
grow111
in
Uocompany Urbina in represent-; here.The Spanish government
adores spreading knowledge of vcll's previously dormant Jan manding," Hoban said. "We
ing their government at tile
think he's great."
uary programs."
their varied culture through

t

Ease t
,

Spain will |

These students can help you get

ley

.search, has worked in the saifie ;
ehpaeity at the University of*
Nebraska.

when you need it.

Gregg Rolie from the original Santana band on keyboards and vocals.
Neal Schon from Santana—lead guitar

DR. PAUL WINTERS

"I spend practically every weekend during the academic year
oh debates,.."

Latin American Fair
to start tomorrow
Inter-American

Week

starts tomorrow with a Latin
American Fair, a soccer
match, one film, a play, a ta
lent show and a dance.
The fair, set up in the quad
between Casa Jackson and
Raymond Common Room, will
consist of game booths, ethnic
food and a stage show, all ta
king place between 11 and 4
p.m.
Sunday on the Delta field across from the UOP swim
ming pool, the annual Covell
soccer finals will be played at 1
p.m. At halftime, a short soc
cer match featuring "Latinas

Bourbon
Street

From the Mothers and David Bowie, Aynsley Dunbar on drums.

These students are bankers.Just a few
of more than 50 Bank of America
Student Representatives trained to
help other students with their indi
vidual banking needs.
Whether it's a checkbook that
won't balance, an educational
loan you don't know how to get,
or a BankAmericard® you need,
chances are one of our Student
Reps can help you out.

And two of San Francisco's finest studio musicians:
GeorgeTickner—rhythm guitar; Ross Valoiy—bass.

Visions of things to come:
"Journey."

At University of the Pacific, just ask
to see Kathleen Sheridan
Pacific-Harding Office
1661 Pacific Avenue

Depend on us. More California
college students do.

BANK OF AMERICA ra
Check costs and BankAmericard finance charges, if any, are not included

VIIXES
KEG BEER
WINES

liquors

ICE

3ZS« WEST LANE
.464-3886

vs. the
Gringas"—South
American girls vs. North
American girls—will enter
tain the crowd.
"Memories of Under
development," a film touch
ing on "the way it was," wild*
shown in Covell Centro April1)
at 7 p.m.
On Wednesday in Covell
Centro, the Spanish and Eng
lish versions of "Don Juan
Tenorio"/"Don Juan in Hell
will be presented back-to-back
beginning at 7:30 P"1

Fleetwood

w

Oft

The last and biggest event
of the week will be the annual
Festival Interamericano. a ta
lent show presented by Covell
students. The dances in nath'
costume, singing, skits and
other entertainment will be
gin at 7:30 p.m. in Covell Cen
tro.

11 .'s d de,'nit(
are de,t>,

• certs tIT C°nsi,k
e unfortt
con
Concer could h„
ts

Them

A dance will follow tt>e
show at 10 p.m. The entirecam
pus community is invited t®
take part in Covell's In'er'
American Week.

C^rr—r\
THE BL.UEGR.ASS n s l t

Now their first album is here.
And with all the new groups and
new music, we're sure you'll agree:
this is one that'll last.

' reactionary
that were |d

do'1J

BLUEGRASS »IGHT

This is a band that has
electrified the West Coast with
over a year of concerts before
they ever made an album.

M

r~~promP'ed

cer's

SPEC! AL-

You see, they offer an entire pack
age of student banking services
called the College Plan? Qualify,
and you get BankAmericard, pro
tection against bounced checks,
unlimited checkwriting, and more.
All for only $1 a month* and free
during June, July and August.
Why not stop by and ask your Stu
dent Rep to tell you more about it.

PhoUi hy Sue Shant

It is hoped th.
cil will approve 1
Monday night bi
Kerwin and Lee H
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"Journey!' On Columbia Records * and Tapes.
Available at: ASUOP RECORDS,
in the UNIVERSITY CENTER

Produced by Roy Halee for Spreadeagle Productions.
A division of Herbert and Bramy, Inc.
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EP A C I F I C A N

Student government politkkinq draws big complaints
ss3:s=
!>< *

(Cl'S)
mud again. Nliuk'iils
;ll()U""
tine out
about tlu
the IP
«.|.
P* piking
.ml about
"dviWSS and worth of their
,n
•'"nior, t(. J i'v.... mivrrnnionts.
J* more ,)0W
Today's prevailing critin of student governmentsis
ifjc*<i by Minnesota presiDe/.iel
'•^,1 candidate Mark Dezitj
ail and Shov
*1 ,!>inon the "fail
. platform Ue/Jvl said that
1(0|t the present SG is a
JLljokc o" every student beui-of its uselessness. It has
„ reduced to the status of a

I whM

T

il

milium, a student i,, .,> .
K'w Uliivorxiiv. •
01 il1
Iu,s lie
come
sviumi..
ministrative n. n°Uf wi,h iK|deologieai
so,
,
",g alul »B ,n sPceeh making.'
UC-BerkS"
V
"Th. ,,

hus

at

u8>'eed:

doesn't deserve it in i'i!S0 "
theatre of the absurd. klrtyH-'
voli.v. petty jealousy and u, ,

idlH^
t

flak has been leveled ajpst a number of weaknessgovernment,
o( student
leniost among
the conilints is politicking.

ACCORDING to Sanford

betmd|-nl tCU°"S
wh0 y°" ki»*
and

Uilivcs lv„„. ..,

you know."

si„aAS!dt' lroni Politicking
'tudenl government represen-

student body
and th-.i ih
<«"" mat the executive h>-,n,.i.

the
.
dramatics that charac
ucand? !he council meetings'
and feels that "the image of re
sponsible student interests be
comes
extremely hard to
maintain,"
Sin,Ce„.1971'

number ,of
1110 aniver
sifvh
°L
sity have been charged with ex
stl]H

a

S

(•'ceding campaign expendilure limits, embezzlement and
rigging elections. In addition
the 1972 president and treas
urer have been cited in a civil
suit with misusing $42.(><m in
student government funds.
And the 1973 president has been
sued on criminaI charges for si
phoning off nearly $19,000 in
student monies.
Student government lead
ers, however, have responded
by criticizing their constituen
cies.

Tim Allen, vice-presiden
tial candidate at the Universi
ty ol Utah said, "There is 110 so
lution to student apathy, you
have to make yourself accessi
ble to students in principle, but
you can't make them lake ad
vantage of il."

er. Marshall University's vice
president Arza Barnelt agrees
that the "biggest problem of
SO is apathy."

Whether because of apa
thy or disillusionment, elec
tion participation litis contin
ued
to plummet. For in
stance. at the University of Mi
ssouri. voter turnout in the last
election was a booming 5 per
cent.
As a result, some colleges
and universities have come up
with a drastic spution—the eli
mination or their SG's.
Santa Fe Community Col
lege decided to disband their
SG because of low voter turn
out. dwindling student inter
est and SG inability to produce
results.

ANOTHER student lead

PINION

EDITORIAL
Friday, April 11, 1975
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Dear Editor:

7

It is hoped that the Stockton City Coun
cil will approve the proposal to be made
Monday night by UOP students Damian
Kerwin and Lee Rosenberg, asking that the
harsh restrictions regarding indoor rock
concerts be lifted.
The City of Stockton cleverly devised
I'holo by Su«' Shatrk
resolution 30.702 so that it discouraged
organizations from presenting concerts in
|acadeinic year
the Stockton Civic Auditorium. And what is
even more frustrating is that these un
reasonable restrictions stemmed from out
door rock concert problems. Indoor per
formances did not experience any pro
blems in the past.
Interest in rock concerts has proven to
be great in the Stockton area. Several thou
sand people attended concerts in Pacific
Memorial Stadium before President Stanley
iGringas"—South
McCaffrey banned future shows there in
lirls vs. North
1972.
Around 20,000 persons turned out for
Jirls—will enterId.
the Oak Park concert at Billy Hebert Field in
the spring of 1973. And Civic Auditorium
|es
of
Undera film touchconcerts managed to draw sizeable crowds.
ay it was,"will be
But two tragic events—the shooting
ell Centra April 15
death of a man at the Ten Years After con
cert at UOP and the violence at the Oak Park
tiesday in Covell
Fleetwood
Mac
concert
a
year
Spanish and Englater—prompted the city to take unreasonof "Don Juan
able, reactionary measures towards all con
n Juan in Hell"
certs that were labeled "rock".
ited back-to-back
at
7:30 p.m.
It is a definite shame that UOP and city
officials are determined to keep their minds
land biggest event
dosed in considering future outdoor conIwill be the annual
L'ramericano, a ta- 'certs. The unfortunate events of the last two
lesented by Covell
concerts could have been avoided if security

forces, experienced in crowd control had
been provided. The bungling displayed by
local police at these outdoor shows only in
vited potential problems. And the resulting
brutal attacks by these "peace officers"
underlined their incompetence.
But it is an . even greater shame that
these events led officials to suppress indoor
performances. Instead of attempting to
reach some sort of rational compromise and
work out security problems reasonably, the
city chose to snuff rock music perform-1
ances completely.
Week after week, concert producers in
the Bay Area deal with crowds at rock con
certs (indoor and outdoor) which are often
several times the size of those that have con
gregated in Stockton. Consistently, the
securitv forces employed there handle the
crowds extremely well. Problems rarely
arise. And when they do, they are handled
so efficiently that such incidences go practi
cally unnoticed. More importantly, nobody
gets hurt.
Rock concerts cart be put on peace
fully. It is proven w£ek after week. Rock
music is a dominant interest of teens and
young adults. And it is hoped that the city of
Stockton will cease to suppress this popular
lifestyle in its community.
Thanks to the hard work put forth by
Damian Kerwin and Lee Rosenberg, at least
indoor concerts in Stockton might once
again be enjoyed by UOP students and
people of the Stockton community.

le dances in native
Inging, skits and
lainment will bel.m. in Covell Cen-

will follow the
. The entire camlity is invited to
In Covell's Interreek.

The mail belongs to who?
When I returned from the week-long
spring vacation, the first thing I i was
^arch over to the mailroom in iBa"n'®te,r
Hall to pick up my mail which ha
accumulated while I was out of town.
I couldn't get it from my R-A- ecadS
apparent policy of the mal
.
attendants was: only the addressee ca
UP

his mail; not the R-A. s.
When I arrived at Bannister, I was told

'hat the policy had just been c ange ,
»nl* R.A.'s could pick upThe ^ork

F\Mt
IC

a„d

At the time, my R-A. wa
^ould be there all day. This put me
gr
situation, because I was expec 1 g
which had to be signed, postmarked and
sent to Sacramento immediatelly•
When I tried to expla.n my srtutfjntt
the people in the mdig
statements
like: "I'm not g
E. {»
through all that mail just for one studen ,

$•3121

CICTQt*

and "I have my route to PreParJ'
then,
I sulked my misfortune a 1 ' ainstthe
thought: "What they're doing is g
'aw. My mail belongs to me"
t
I then tried tore-explam my case to

attendants, but all I got was a door slammed
in my face and the police called on me
(which I didn't mind, because if they didn't
call the police, I would have.).
At this point, I went to see Thomas J.
Ford our director of business services, who
took it upon himself to fetch the letter him
self (a process which took about three
minutes).
It's nice to know that we have admini
strators like Mr. Ford, who seems to care
about student needs and not just a payc h e ck

But, it's disgusting to know that UOP has
employees who not only don't give a damn
but violate our rights as American citizens
It's also sad to think that an employee of
the U S Postal Service is ignorant of our
rights and that all he thinks of UOP stu
dents is to "call the police."
Solution: The university must change its
policies on holiday mail delivery (before the
—* finds out).
government
ANTHONY BRYANT

According to the commis
sion, the most successful stu
dent governments are those
which have a structure capa
ble of translating purpose into
programs. Academies is the
most important interest a stu
dent has. but SG is unable to
concretely affect students' ed
ucational environment.
The people who are affec
ted by decisions are entitled to
influence those decisions, said
the commission and conclud
ed that "the success of SG is
clearly contingent 011 the uni
versity's willingness to allow
students to share in both aca
demic and non-academic de
cision making."

The opinions expressed in the Letters to the Kditor do not
necessarily represent the opinions of the Pacifican staff. All
letters must by typed and not exceed 300 words, since space is
limited. All letters must have the author's nume and address,
although the name may be wilhcld from publication upon re
quest. We reserve the right to edit any letter. Letters are due
each Monday at noon at the Pacifican office.

John's
needed
medical
.attention
following KKT's
"clean getaway.") You should
have been there.
Bui is all of this really fan
tasy? II you had been in the
gym March 3. starling at 9 p.m.
you would have seen such a
gume-Mn fact, the reality was
more fantastic than the fanta
sy itself. The names have been
changed to protect the guilty
and the innocent will 110 doubt
be told to go It) hell.
Lei's all gel out and join
and support the intramural
teams and all that they stand
for, and the whole program in
general. You toucan find your
self being screwed in Fantasyland.

Some more

the harsh concert laws

Politicking, minority in
terests, apathy and corruption
are all problems which plague
moxl forms of government to
day. According to a special
study done at the University of
Michigan, however, the real
reason for the SG's lack of ef
fectiveness is its lack of pow-

Thc study was commis
sioned by the UM regents in re
sponse to the sail state of stud
ent governance there.

Page 3

cage follies

I X

And Marion College at
Marion, I'A pronounced their
student government dead re
cently.
Students at Marion
have labeled Ihe government
as "stillborn, a mere figure
head for amusement of the
students and a mere plaything
for the paeifiealion of dis
sent."

Kansas Stale University

uke Paciitcati

:'s

hasn't had an official function
ing student government for t wo
years.

Let's take a trip to Faillasyland where we find our
selves at a mythical college,
Union of
Oversized flicks
(UOP). which soaks its stud
ents for 5,000 shekels per an
num and houses them in con
demned pigsties. In order to
provide a modicum of physi
cal activity for the poor
wretches who attend this "university'. other than protest
ing the all loo frequent tuition
reductions, the Noble and Be Lee Feldsled
nevolent (and Sometime Thrif
ty) Association pf Jocks runs Brian Cleary
an Intramural
Program,
which is designed to promote
Exercise and Fuirpluy.
With this in mind; where
-else but at UOP could the fol
lowing Orwellian'seenario take
place: Imagine, if you will, an
intramural' basketball game
between the "bad guys"
from the Top 0' the John and
the "good guys" from Plicks
Kuming Together. Ah, the dra
ma, the suspense, which team
would emerge from the battle
victorious? But, the question
was never really in doubt, be Dear Editor,
cause. as in all fantasies, the
"good guys" won. Hooray.
Please believe that I am
Hooray, Hooray!?!?!????
not an ardent supporter of the
They did have a LITTLE he|p, "Beating a Dead Horse"
however, especially from Os school of thought. However, I
car
Mayer.
Quickcounf really feel that when so many
Eastunder and good ol' Friend students put so much time and
ly Palmist. After all. where effort into a program such as
else would all of the officials be Band Frolic, they deserve to
either Brothers or Kissin' know some of the organiza
Cousins of the winning team?
tional procedures involved.
But what a game it was-lhe
I would like to take this op
good guys played one of the
portunity to reply to Chris
cleanest on record, only nine
Maytner's letter in the March
minor infractions, while the
14 Pacitican. I feel it my re
nasties from the John hacked
sponsibility to point out some
and hewed and fought their
"facts" concerning the judg
way to a total of 29 outra
ing of Band Frolic '75, especi
geously despicable fouls. If the
ally since I was the chairman
game hadn't ended with a
of
judges
and
trophies.
quick count who knows what
First of all, there were
might have been the final resix judges total—three on Fri
sult-the nasties still might have
day and three on Saturday.
pulled it out (they only lost by
Technically (according to our
one point us it was)—or, more
printed rule book), I am not
likely,
they
would have
supposed to reveal their names
amassed
even
MORE
either before or after the two
fouls—anything goes to help a
brother. (You'll either cheer or shows. However, there is al
ways an annual "gripe" perihiss to hear that only two of the

Beating a

dead horse

JOHN LYNCH
Editor-in-Chief
News Editor . .

Joseph Goldeen

Sports Editor . . . Greg Bava
Entertainment Editor . . Anthony Bryant
Layout Editor . . . Laura Urseny
Jeff La Belle
Copy Editor . . .
Photography Editor . . Sim von Kalinowski
Production Manager . . . BeckyGoehring
Business Manager . . . Dan McCartney
Circulation Manager . . . Harold Silliman
Dan Walters
Advisor

Sincerely,

Phyllis Cherney. Finance Cen
ter: Dr. Alan Morrison, Cowell
Student Health Center: Ella Overholtzer. Conservatory, mu
sic education graduate: Dr.
Edward Pohlman, Birth Palnning Research; Conni Pollino,
Conservatory, Music Librari
an: Father Robert Silva, New
man House.
I personally interviewed
each of these peple about their
altitudes towards Band Frolic
before making any definite se
lections. I made certain each
of them understood that Band
Frolic is supposed to be an am
ateur variety show, not a pro
fessional Broadway produc
tion. Each judge sat in a dif
ferent section of the auditori
um (all on the first floor) and
did not have an opportunity to
pompare notes with the other
two judges. It is my sincere be
lief that each of the judges dis
played an exceptionally con
sistent method of evaluation
for both nights, and indeed ap
proached it from a non-professionai viewpoint.
Awarding the trophies is
dependent upon the judges'
scores, whether or not they are
in accordance with the audi
ences' reactions. This organi
zational aspect is made very
clear to each sorority, frater
nity and dorm. The represen
tative from each living group
involved was shown a ®py of
the judging sheet used this
year, and it was met with gen
eral approval.
If the participants and/or
general student body feel that
it is the time for the policies of
Band Frolic to be revamped,
we (chairmen of the event)
would readily welcome any
constructive advice—and un
derstand that the planning
must be done before the pro
gram begins, not afterwards.
Talk to Dave Goedeeke, talk
to Dale Fjerstad, talk to Jim
Murray or myself. We are all
interested in making BandFrolic as enjoyable an experi
* PSVCHIATRIC *

cXAe Pactacan
The Pacifican is a publication of the Associated
Students, University of the Pacific and is pub
lished weekly during the academic year. Entered
and paid as second-class postage in Stockton
October 24, 1924 at the Post Office, Stockton,
Calif., under the Act of March 3,1897. Subscrip
tion $3 per year. Telephone 209-946-2114. Mem
ber of the College Press Service and National
Advertising Services, 360 Lexington Avenue,
New York, N.Y. 10017. All material copyright The
Pacifican 1975. Send form 3579 to The Pacifican,
University of the Pacific, 3601 Pacific Avenue,
Stockton, Calif., 95211.

ence as possible and we don't
like hassles anymore than you.

od following each Frolic and
this year it is my intention to
make clear that there was no
fault to be found in the selec
tion and organization of the
judges. They were:

Susan Penney
vice president—Conservatory
settle

Disliked review
of 'Inferno' film
Dear Editor:
I read Luis Reyes' review
of "Towering Inferno" in lust
Friday's Pacifican; in fact. I
read the article several limes
and finally decided that Luis is
indeed serious. "Various fes
cue attempts," relates our re
viewer, "vivid scenes of burn
ing bodies falling off the build
ing and close calls with danger
and death arc just sheer ex
citement and thrills." Sheer
excitement and thrills? I'd
hate to see what sends Luis in
to ecstasy. Perhaps our re
viewer could follow the local
ambulance around town for
kicks if limes get to be boring.
In case 1975 does not pro
duce enough "Towering Infer
nos" for
the likes of Mr.
Reyes, may 1 kindly sug
gest a magazine I came across
in a grocery store the other day
entitled "Crash and Burn"
which featured 90 pages
chucked full of pictures depic
ting motorcycles plunging into
spectators, drivers falling oft
their bikes and, of course, gen
eral run-of-the-mill motorcy
cle wrecks. Or how about the
more popular "Police Ga
zette" for some sliced-up bo
dies or grisly
shoot-out
scenes? But I'm afraid that my
rather occasional encounters
with this kind uf "excitement
and thrills" wouldn't satisfy
the sophisticated taste which
Luis displays.
If we're lucky, perhaps in
future reviews we will be treat
ed to more of Mr. Reyes' ideas
of "sheer excitement." 1 can
hardly wait.
John Chapman

WHAT'S
UP
,

The

DOCTOR

15®

DOC???

Every year, just before exams. I gel a lot of gut grief. Do I have
an ulcer?
I don't believe you do, but if you tried a little harder you
could. The human gut is a conlinouous tube from the mouth to
the anus and this tube is of variable size and shape depending
on it's function. This is connected to your brain, il you have
one, by the autonomic nervous system over which you have no
control.
Under conditions of stress such as worry, anger, sorrow,
etc.. changes result in the intestinal tract, resulting in ulcers in
Ihesloniach or duodenum and colitis (spastic, ulcerative,etc. 1
in the colon. These arc stress diseases coming from tension. In
industry there is a saying that if you want a job well done get a
man with an ulcer.
Smoking really stirs up an ulcer, hut good old "red eye."
especially that paint remover called tequila, is the most. Diet
or the above do not cause ulcers, but they sure as hell ruuncll
things up. Cortee is particularly bad as are highly spiced or
greasy foods.
So if you are starting to get frequent belly aches, luck of
appetite and diarrhea or constipation, come and see us for die
tary advice and temporary medication to get you over the
hump. Persistent symptoms necessitate X-rays, You really
haven't aspired to enough success to earn an ulcer as yet.
A.K. Morrison
Cowell Student Health Center
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Cole Porter romp

^Anything Goes'

(entertainment
Page 4

ANTHONY

BRYANT,

Entertainment

Editor

to be UOP's
spring musical

Friday, April 11, 1975

Booker T. at UOP,
Lightfoot in Sacto

This is

Entertainment!
By ANTHONY BRYANT

CHRIS MAY™hl<
. .m CY'I'1011

i•
]•

I happened to be there on Friday, April 4, to witness the
long-awaited premiere of the new projection equipment at
1 'Anderson Y. We've spent many a weekend watching a fuzzy:
j Flash Gordon; so it's nice to know that we now have a moviq
* theater instead of an arena for home movies.
1

J>•

UOP's funloving choir
goes on tour

**************************

* •
The drama departrnentTias announced that the play "70 i •
1 Girls, 70" will replace "Wonderful Town" on their Fallon
2 House Theatre schedule for this summer. "70 Girls, 70" a
> • musical, was written by the guys who brought us "Cabaret"
** (Kander & Ebb).
l
>
Once again, those interested in being in the company1
)
) should apply by April 15. For more info, call 946-2116.

J

***************************

J
J
>

5"

THE A CAPELLA CHOIR

Last week, the Pacifican ran an April Fools story in which
J the headline read; "Nixon will head UOP Regents! " — But
J what most people don't know is that that story was chosen a>• mong many possibles. Among the headlines were:
> •
> — Paul Fairbrook named Dean of Students
J — Mark Rogo vows to shut-up
> — Delta Gamma to perform at Raider's halftime
J — Stanley Green to move into Grace Covell
>
J - — Tuition increase voted down by UOP Regents
J — Karen Akerson vows to dictate
; 1
— Ginesi and Rosenberg to duel
>•
) — The Mall delivers fast food
>• — The Mall delivers food
> — McCaffrey to star in "Kung Fu President"
>
> — Don Rickles to head UOP food service
, )• — Bomb Threat during Band Frolic
J — UOP Theatre to stage "Oh! Calcutta"
J
> — Friday night is "orgy night" in games room
> — Rathskeller waitresses to go topless
J — Chief Smith of security given ACLU post
]•
— Provost Kolker says Raymond program: "irrelevant"
JJ- — UOP to buy new Delta campus
J- — UOP to drop COP
J- — Burns Tower renamed "Big Bob"
J— Coach Caddas to teach philosophy
Grace Covell Dining Hall reports only seven deaths
y.
>

srff-"
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IN A GEORGE ROY HILL FILM

ComMiw XW SH1—WU SUSAN SARANDON aw MAR60T KIDDER
Sckjhpiay iv WILLIAM GOLDMAN Stout iyGEORGE ROY HILL Odkmai Musiciy HENRY UANTiul
Produced amo DIKCTTD BTGEORGE ROY HILL *""i»asAiHCTu« .TKWiicoior.ToiiiiAo»
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Heavyweight-Lightweight
10K-14K Gold

III
A Marvin Worth Production

A BobFosse Film

Dustin Hoffman "Lenny"
"THE LENNY BRUCE STORY"
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ded the mood and tone of the
tour.
'ANYTHING GOES' IN REHEARSAL
From March 17 to 23, while
HIGHLIGHTS of
the
Hardin working with him as
most of us were studying and stage performances included a
In rehearsal currently at
waiting in eager anticipation female barbershop quartet
musical director and Jim Rejthe UQP drama department is
for the Easter Bunny, theUOP called Madame Tusche and
ley as the choreographer. The
"Anything Goes", a 1930'sCole
A Capella Choir was touring her Hotcha Mamas. The mem
"S.S. American" has beendePorter musical.
Southern California. They per bers of this illustrious group
signed for the Rotunda stage
The entire action of "Anformed in such prestigious pla were Kim Milner,
Susan
by Darrell Persels and the
thing Goes" takes place aces as Santa Barbara, Hun Brown, Sue Collier and Lynn
1930's costumes are beingdeboard the "S.S. American"
(Boom-Boom) McMurphy.
tington Beach, Golden West
signed by Marion Rader.
sailing from New York to Eng
College, Vista and Mesa Col-,
Chris Schueler and Ron
Cast in the principle roles
land. On board is an evange
lege.
Mannisadjain performed a
are Peggy Hummes as Reno
list turned to more profitable
The 40 people involved comedy tap dance to "Give My
Sweeney, Jim Meade asSirEvemployment and his bevy of
hopped on a bus for their whirl Regards to Broadway". Two
elyn Oakleigh, Dean Butleras
not-so-angelic angels; a beau
wind tour and performed a to 16th century pieces with, ac
Billy Crocker, Madeline
tiful Americanheiress withher
tal of 11 concerts, mainly in cording to our source, "nasty
Maechler as Hope Harcourt,
foppish fiance and her mo
high schools and churches. themes" were sung. These
BOOKER T. JONES
ther; Public Enemy No. 13, a
They were the guests in pri were "Dessus Le Marched'ArJames Kelley as Moonface
vate homes, the residents of ras" and Forsi che si". (Wedefugitive from the Feds and two -Martin, Kathy Nymoen as Bon
great
all-around
musician,
is
Booker T. Jones, best
which have not recovered. cided not to ask what the titles
nie and Leslie New as Mrs.
Chinese converts.
better known for playing the
known for his group, "Booker
Wadsworth T. Harcourt.
And why, you ask, did they meant in English.) Other se
organ.
His
hits
include
"Green
T. and the M.G.'s" of the t960's
This unusual conglomera
embark
on
this
trek?
For
the
lections
included
one
piece
by
Others in the cast include
tion of characters combines to
will be on campus tonight at 9 Onions" qnd "Hip Hug Her".
His current album is entitled educational experienceof tour Leonard Bernstein and two by
Mark Von Culin (Mr. Whit
sing and tap-dance to such Cole
2 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * P-m- at Raymond Great Hail.
ing, of course, and also to draw Mozart,
"Evergreen".
ney),
Mark
Grossman
Porter favorites as "You're the
attention to UOP. We would
"A Wedding Contata", a
Also on the bill is Pablo
(Ching), Michael
Healy
Top",
"It's
Delovely",
probably
be
wiser
not
to
delve
modern
piece
by
the
20th
cen
Cruz.
(Ling), Bob Love (the Cap
"Friendship", "I Get a Kick
too
deeply
into
exactly
what
tury composer Daniel PinkOnly students with ASUOP
tain) and Dan Stanley (the
Out of You", "Let's Misbe
experiences they gained, but ham, featured soloists Ron
Booker T., though he is a cards will be admitted.
have", "Blow, Gabriel, Blow"
Purser).
it's a safe bet that they deli- Mannisadjian (baritone) and
and the title song.
nately succeeded in drawing
Kim Milner (soprano). All of
"Anything Goes" will oattention to themselves, if not
these were under the direction
pen April 24, and will play ADIRECTING this produc
yop.
of William Defining, with Pripril 25,26, andMarch 1,2and3.
tion is Mark Wardrip, with Don
In talking to one of the il scilla Worthington serving as
lustrious members of the ex accompanist.
I
pedition we learned that l'olIn their spare time the
The UOP Student Union promises to be a memorable
ijowing the final concert there
group managed to see the San
will be sponsoring the Fourth" experience.
yvas a party and awards were
Diego Zoo and also spend a day
Annual Black Ball in asso
given. We can't (and probably
The ball will be held at Treat the beach. It was the very
ciation with ASUOP April-26
shouldn't) list all the awards,
bino's Ball Room, 116 Wau
•
'
first time that Chris Schueler
from 9 p.m.-2 a.m.
• Friday, April It
but a few of the biggies are as
Lang (across from the Stock
had ever seen the Pacific Ofollows:
This event highlights the ton Police Facility) at the cor
cean, and we simply can't
• 6 to 8 p.m. Afro-Haitian Dance Workshop—WPC 140
The Antler Award was giv print what he, Dan Stanley,
BSU's 1974-75 calendar and ner of El Dorado and Washing
_ 6:30 & 9 p.m. "The Ritual" at the University Center Theatre
en to Jim Meade for his out Madeline Maechler, Chris Ful- • 8 p.m. Gordon Lightfoot—Sacramento Memorial Auditorium
ton.
|
•••••••••••••••••
standing achievements in hor- kerson and Jim Meade did on a I8 p.m. Average White Band with Etta James and the ChambersBro- |
Music will be provided by
niness. Congratulations, Jim,
rock at the beach to celebrate |thers—Winterland (SF)
the
"Afrodisians"
and
The
John-Boy
Walton
I8:15 p.m. A Capella Choir—Conservatory
the occasion.
"Rhythm Express".
Look-Alike Award went to
Following all this high ad
Saturday, April 12
I
DIAL 4-M-O-V-l-E-S
Chris Schueler.
"There will be a full course
venture in Southern Californi157 W. Adams Behind Baskin1
The Mae West Impersona
Robbins Off Pacific Avenue
dinner and an open bar for
a, the A Capella Choir per I 1:30, 4, 6:30 & 9 p.m. "The Ritual"—University Center Theatre
|
tion Award was presented to
those of you who can't do with
formed right here at UOP. |8 p.m. Average White Band with Etta James and the Chambers Bro- .
;HELD OVER!
Madeline Maechler.
(We
out the juice," said Vincent
They gave a concert here last |thers—Winterland (S.F.)
i
dared not a$k just what speci
Lewis, BSU president.
Tuesday and it was a great suc - 8 p.m. Pink Floyd—Cow Palace (S.F.)
GORDON
LIGHTFOOT
ALL-HARDCORE *
fically her impersonation was
cess.
8:15 p.m. Collegium Musicum Concert—Morris Chapel
The
Black
Ball
will
be
free
:
ILLUSIONS
1974. In February, 1975 his lat of.)
Gordon Lightfoot. ot1e of
'
I
to ASUOP card hoders, $10 for
|
OF A LADY"
est album was released. The
The One-Chug Annie AAll in all, the experience ISunday, April 13
the best and best known con
couples or $6.50 for singles. Tic
title is "Cold on the Shoulder" ward was received by Kim Mil- seems to have been a good one I
temporary
folk
singers
-PLUS^
kets can be obtained at theUni
|1-30, 4, 6.30 & p.m. "The Ritual"—University Center Theatre
for all those involved.
around, will appear in concert and it is on thenational best sel ner. Keep up the good work,
versity Center information
"FLY Mr'
! » P-m. Pink Floyd—Cow Palace (S.F.)
J
Kim.
ler chart.
in
the
Sacramento
Memorial
booth on the lower level from
8 p.m. Don McLean & Lori Lieberman—Berkeley Community Theatre |
WAIT UNTIL
Auditorium
on
Friday
night,
The
Goody-Two-Shoes
AYOU SEE HER (
Lightloot's
Sacramento
8:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
PROPELLERS! I
April 11 at 8:30 p.m. Lightfoot
Monday, April 14
appearance is his only one ward went to none other than
Suzi Torosian.
will do the full concert by him
Lewis is putting special
scheduled for this year. His
EVE. SHOWS *2
11a.m. &3p.m. Ann Taylor member of the British Parliament-inthe
self: there will be no sup
emphasis on the occasion be
concert is being presented by
MATINEES
The Garbage Mouth AUniversity Center Theatre.
porting acts.
ing non-discriminatory. "It is
DAILYI
radio station KSFM.
ward was given to Dave Da4 pan. Rap session with Senator Berryhill—President's Dining Hall
an occasion for all to enjoy."
All seats are reserved and I vis, who worked most diligent
Besides being an out
6:30 p.m. "Yuda" KUOP-FM (91.3)
standing
solo
performer,
run $4.50, $5.50 and $6.50. ly in earning it.
Tuesday, April 15
Lightfoot is a prolific writer,
Tickets are available at the
The Hunk of the Year Ahaving written about 400 songs
Community Center Box Office, ward was presented to Dan
Casa Werner, in an effort
all Tower Tickets outlets and (Stanley.
in a career spanning 14 years:
Center10 83° P'm' Leathercralt Workshop-University Center Cra«
to share their artistic talents
all other normal ticket loca
He also has 14 LP albums tohis
The coveted Erection A with the university com
credit. He had a huge hit in his
tions. For more information,
ward was received by Steve munity, will host the First An ! ^^"p.m'c^poseF^Cl^b—C^ns^rySaim^^'0nSerVal0r''
"Sundown" album released in' call 499-5181.
Davis. (This was for erecting nual Casa Werner Art Show.
Wednesday, April 16
platforms before performan
The exhibit will begin on
ces, as I'm sure most of you Tuesday, April 15 with a
8 P.m. Pacific Arts Woodwind Quintet-Chapel
immediately assumed.)
"Cheese and Cracker and Ci
From this abridged list of
Thursday, April 17
der" lunch reception at the
honors one can quickly per University Center Art Gal
ceive the high calibre of intel lery. The show will run through
466-14%°Ple'S Uni0n Meeli"g-f°r time and location call
lect and good taste that perva April 22.
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Club yesterday and to.(he third annual UOP

'•[jtignal
Tournament.
|lK golf coach and tournall director Glen Albaugh
' withered the tourna1|S strongest field ever, led
piiially ranked San Jose
''and .Stanford
These two teams appear as
,lirilcs to win the leant
i„ the 54-hok; event that
*^,s with 36 holes today.

•SAL
|ng with him

as

|t(,r iind Jim Kei
Teographer. The
has been destage
persels and the
es are being de|'ion Rader.

jDier seven teams can't be
^iked. however. Chico
Sacramento State. Culi,;Ji Hayward Slate and the
, figers appear the best
, tu have a chance of uplinglhe favorites. UC-Duvis
I Stanislaus Stale round out
Jield.

Rotunda

•e principle roles
limmes as Reno
iMeadeasSirEv1, Dean Butler as
ler,
Madeline
IHope Harcourt,
T as Moonface
INymoen as Bonle New as Mrs.

Harcourt.

J the cast include
lulin (Mr. Whitrk
Grossman
Ichael
Healy
1 Love (the Capan Stanley (the

Goes" will oI and will play AMarch 1,2 and 3.

mrfar

INDIVIDUALLY ,

Western
finished

iler Theatre
lie ilhambers Bro-

Ipel

er Theatre
lommunity Theatre

farliament — in the

ta Burbtira

ent's Dining Hall

ersity Center Craft
latory

n call
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ARE
•OR UOP

"We're improving, but so
are the other teams," said
head coach Maurie McCullen.
"We're going to have to play
better if were going to start
winning again."

slippet|

01
u
Puailoa. W 10 ,n'0 final day
f it>iied seventh
in Santa '
lL>uds fl'e
wav for ,1^"'"'
°r the Tigers. Putting
problems cost him a higher fi
nish in Santa Barbara, but if
he straightens them out he
could be very tough to beat

,

The Tigers took on Haywafd State Wednesday, but re
sults were not available at
press time.
The team travels to the
University of Nevada at Reno
tomorrow for a match starting
at noon and then returns home
to face Sacramento State Tues
day at 2 p.m.

"We're Komg to have to

to^win tr' nien<lous leuni effort
p
!" lhl' tournament, ' said
Puailoa. "Individually, Pm go
8
ing to have to hit
niy irons
closer to the hole if I'm going m
lin'sh

•tesss

Dynamic duo
The doubles team of Steve Kessler (left) and
Mark Weiser have played consistently well
this season for the Tiger varsity. The team is

preparing for the upcoming PCAA tourna
ment on May 2.

first.

Intramural standings

ott
Clark
and .Jell
Metzger
have
also
been
steady the past couple of
ahd Metzger will
' fhe keys to how well the Tigei s tinish as a team.

Kelly Erurdi, Hank Zastiow and Rich Allen round out
the UOP line-up. These people
w ill have to play superior golf if
the Tigers are to finish high.

Pacific has been rapidly
proving in recent weeks,
i) made the cut at the Fur

The tournament will con
clude today with the final 36
holes beginning at 7:30 a.m.
and 1 p.m.

if he Pact/ ican

Ready to tee off
Scott Clark,.one of the Pacific golfers competing in the UOP
swing1'0"3'

G°'f

Tournament

The addition of Leland and
Manfull rounds out head coach
Chester Caddas' staff us the
Tigers
start their annual
spring football training ses
sion.

GREG BAVA, Sports Editor
Page 5

acrosse team to face
Stanford in home opener
finest college teams on the
West Coast.
Bates also credited goalie
Dave Brewer, defenseman
Steve "Sidewalk" Pleffer, and
midfielder Kent Murtland with
fine efforts against Golden
Gate.

Manfull is taking over the
offensive line coaching duties
for Jim Colletto. who moved on
to the head-coaching position
at Cal State-Fullerton. Leland
will handle the defensive line,
replacing Rich Christie, who
left to take the head-coaching
job at Hancock Junior College.
LELAND RETURNS to
UOP after spending a year as
defensive line coach at East
Tennessee State University.
He had cqached UOP's defen
sive line for four years as a
graduate assistant
prior to
joining the Buccaneers.
He coached Tiger delen-

' around 1:30.

Basketball awards night
The 1974-75 basketball awards banquet was held at the
Stockton Gun and Bocci Club
March 20.
It all began with an open
bar around 7:30 till 8:00 p.m.
when dinner began. After din
ner, awards were given to the
outstanding
junior
varsity
players who had a Pacific
record-breaking 20-4 season.i
Duke Aiona received" the cap
tains award and George Fow
ler the most valuable player.
The most valuable player
varsity award went to senior
Gary Dean and the most im
proved player was Myron
Jordan. The senior academic
award was bagged by Leonard
Armato along with two spec-,
ial achievement awards for
PCAA first team and confer

this

weekend, prepares his

Two coaches added
to football staff
Ted Leland, a former
ass stant coach and all-confer
ence star at UOP, and Larry
Manfull, an assistant coach at
North Dakota for the past three
years, have been added to the
UOP football coaching staff
for the 1975 season.

SPORTS

*mance. "I think the
"1 played very well conj,rin8 their inexperience in
."Petitive play," said Bates.
e ore daily learning from
mistakes and I'm really
in8
forward to playing
lord, it has one of the

The winners in singles for
the Tigers were Mark Weiser,
Mike Lee, Sue Collier and, in
doubles, the team of WeiserSteve Kessler.

The TI..

One advantage going for
the Tigers is that they are play
ing on their home course.
Course knowledge is crucial on
the tight Woodbridge layout
and Pacific is one up on every
body there.

The Pacific stickmen have
"'with considerable success
'heir past performances
*nyou take into regard the
"hat this is the first year
'club has been organized,
"cam defeated a good Palo
"club by the score of 11-4
"dropped an 8-4 decision to
Golden Gate Lacrosse club
3 recent San
Francisco
"lament. The Golden Gate
was considered
the
"rite in the tournament.
Player-coach
Charlie
'Es had quite a bit of praise
F"s players when com
ing on their tournament

The UOP men's tennis
team traveled to Stanislaus
State last Tuesday afternoon
and were edged 5-4.

Intercollegiate and

the
TUtiicni boasts several top
rgiale golfers. San Jose
te's Mark Lye is the clear
favorite.
His
stillest
(petition should come from
(Trompas and Dave Basj,olStanford. Mike Powers
j Kugcr Armstrong from
ward State. Fred Solomon
California and Stockton and
tip's Scott Puailoa.

The UOP Lacrosse club
"play before a home audi
tor the first time this year
"nit meets the Stanford Lalearn tomorrow after™ The game will be played
the playing fields next to the
'P tennis courts and will be-

to Stanislaus

•'th in the

Friday, April 11, 1975
• Theatre
Iditorium
le Chambers Bro

Netters lose

ence leader for assists.
THE CAPTAINS, Keith
Young and Gary Dean, each re
ceived the coveted coach's award. Bob Brown copped the
most inspirational player award. The super fan for the
1974-75 season was Herchell
Dean while the most outstand
ing support award was re

sive lines that held the oppo
nents to an average of only 101
rushing yards in 1972 and 114.2
yards in 1973, finishing ninth
nationally.
Prior to coaching at UOP,
Leland was a two-year starter
in the defensive line, earning
all-PCAA honors and being
made the team's most dedica
ted player as a senior in 1969.
"Ted Leland is really like a
member of the family," Cad
das commented. "He is one of
the finest young coaches to
come out of UOP."
MANFULL, 33, is no stran
ger to California, either. He
served as Hollister High
School's head
football and
wrestling coach 1968-1970.
After his stint at Hollister,
Manfull moved on to Dakota
State (S.D.) College as an
assistant coach in 1970-71, be
fore accepting the head coach
ing position at Maryville
(N.D.) State College in 19711972. He recorded a 4-4 record
there before moving to North
Dakota, where he coached the
offensive line and served as
assistant head coach in charge
of recruiting and scouting.
"Larry Manfull has ex
perienced great success while
working in an outstanding foot
ball program
at North
Dakota," said Caddas. "We're
gjud to have him here."
"They are both highly cupable people," he added. "We're
really pleased that we were
able to get coaches of this cali
ber."

Spring football practice
got under way at UOP this
week and head coach Chester
Caddas has some
definite
goals in mind as the five-weeklong training session began.

The Tiger's, who will be at
tempting tostretch the school's
list of consecutive winning
seasons next fall, started work
outs four times a week last
Saturday.
Caddas puts his team
through its paces on Monday,
Tuesday and Thursday after
noons at 3:30 and Saturday
mornings at 9:30. The spring
season will conclude with the
annual spring game, May 10 at
7:30 p.m. in Pacific Memorial
Stadium.
"The main thing we try to
do in spring practice is in
troduce our system of offense
and defense to our incoming
junior college athletes," said
Caddas. "We want to try and
indoctrinate them in UOP lootball."
"OUR SPECIFIC objec
tives this year will be to streng
then our defense, which was
the poorest it's been in many
years last season: try to find a
running back and fullback
from the eight candidates we
have and to work hard on and
try to improve our kicking
game," Caddas explained.
Caddas' search for a run
ning back has been neces
sitated by the graduation of
All-America tailback Willard
Harrell.
Senior Oreaser Brown, ju
nior Dale Williams and soph
omores Rod Walker and Dar
win Benjamin will be battling
for that position. Veteran Bob
Ferraro and sophmore Bruce
Gibson, returning to his old
position after a year of stop
gap duty on defense, will con
tend for the fullback position.
CADDAS also wants to
take a careful look at senior
quarterback John Ertman and
his challengers— redshirtNeai
Boring and transfers Bill
Strycula and Jeoff Robinson.
Ertman served as Steve
Towne's understudy in UOP's
explosive triple-option attack
last year and has the Inside
•track on the No.l signal-cal-i

ling job.
"For the most part, we
haven't emphasized the kick
ing game during spring prac
tice," said Caddas. "But,I feel
we must be more proficient in
all phases of the kicking game
and we'll devote 15 minutes of
practice each day to some as
pect of the kicking game."
John Rodriguez returns to
handle the place-kicking, but
will be absent from spring
practice as he participates on
the school's baseball team.
Caddas is looking for a punter
to take some of the pressure off
Rodriguez and will need to find
return men to replace Harrell
and graduated Dave Boer.
"I think this season's
schedule is the most chal
lenging we've faced," said
Caddas of the team 's 1975 sche
dule against the likes of Ari
zona, Arizona State, South
west Louisiana, San Diego
Slate, San Jose State and Ha

A League
The Graduates 4-2
MFBB 4-2
Mr. Big Stuff 3-2
SOMF & Errecart 3-3
Mod Squad 0-5
B League - Division 1
Big Babes 5-0
Slaughter House 4-2
Casa Jackson 4-2
AKL 2-2
Phi Tau #1 2-3
Rummey's 0-2
Pill POPers 0-4

Division 4
Goofballs 5-0
Baun Hall 4-1
Muffberry 4-2
Chicken Marauders 2-3
Kappa Psi 1-3
AKL 0-4

& DANCING
SAT. NIGHTS

Footbaff season here?
The regular season will not start for more than
five months however the Tigers are now ready

ing themselves for the type of physical action
pictured above.

NEW!

BREAKFAST
AT MCDONALD'S.
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Try
HOTCAKES &
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Valid Only During the Following Hours:
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Division 2
Blue Moon 6-0
Tri-Delta 3-1
Faculty 2-2
Delta Gamma 1-4
Wahinnies 0-5

waii.

-SPECIAL-

COPY

Women's League - Division 1
B.S. Squad 5-0
Raymond College 2-3
Lucky Babes 2-3
Brown Sugar 1-4

C League - Division 1
Phi Tau 4-1
Sinfonia Suckers 4-1
Asian Alliance 3-1
Luv's Boys 2-2
Drama Dept. 2-2
Weasels 0-4
Fishermen 0-4

IZZA
USIC

Division 3
Renegades 4-0
Raymond 3-1
Strains Guages 3-2
Nads 2-2
Carter House 1-3
Shake's Peers 0-5

Division 2
Has Beeris 5-0
Eagan's Team 5-1
Fudge Packers 3-2
Bull Dogs 2-3
John Ballantyne 2-4
Phi Tau 1-4
Faculty 0-4

m

linquished to Buryl Jensen,
innkeeper at the Holiday Inn.
Finally the past president's
plaque for theCasaba Club was
presented to Sil Nagore and re
ceived by Mrs. Nagore.
The awards ceremony
ended with a short speech by
Stan Morrison about the up
coming freshman standouts
and hopeful junior college
transfers as a prospect lor a
better season nqxl. year.

Division 2
Mean Machine 5-0
Ester's Boys 2-2
Bad Dudes 2-2
Mammai Corps 2-2
Casa Jackson 2-2
Kahunas 0-5

With Syrup • Butter
• 2 Golden Brown Hotcakes
• Country Pork Sausage

Tear Along Dotted Line

Hot Fudge
Swdae

with the purchase of one

nt regular price.

HOTCAKES OKf
& SAUSAGE £.0**

DREYER'S

Present this card at McDonald's. It entitles you to McDonald's
new breakfast... 2 golden brown hotcakes, a country pork
sausage, topped with butter and syrup all tor only 25#.

ICE CREAM PARLOUR
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Redeemable only

at: MCDONALD'S8 4515 PACIFIC AVE.
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miscellany

New sorority chartered
Eleven black students this
semester have chartered a
local chapter of a public ser
vice sorority, Delta Sigma
Theta.
Since its inception in 1913
at Howard University, this fra
ternal organization has grown
to include 75,000 members in
500 chapters nationally, as well

as groups in Haiti and Liberia.
The COP junior speechtherapy major believes the
Deltas act as "basons between
the Stockton community and
UOP, which tends to be very
isolated from the mainstream
of
city affairs—especially
those of minority groups and
related problems."

currently active pursuant to
these aims, volunteering time
weekly at the Occupational
Industrialization Center in
downtown Stockton," Kimble
explained.

"These unemployed adults
are eager to learn the typing,
vocational and speech skills we
can offer in their preparation
to re-enter the work force.
Future plans include tutoring
children at a local recreation
center," she outlined. "Our
program will expand as more
girls are initiated into the
organization."

The sorority has no house
of its own yet and Kimble fore
sees no need for one in the fu
ture. "We are strictly a public
service organization and see no
Sorority objectives are need for socializing, except to
outlined in the national Delta promote interest and encour
"five-point program thrust" age membership," she stated.
which emphasizes minority
"We congregate during the
growth and education through
week and meet formally
community
involvement.
bimonthly
at a member's
These five points are, apartment where we discuss
. specifically, educational, eco
program progress and up
nomic and housing and urban
coming activities."
development; community and
Delta Sigma Theta is a
international
involvement;
non-profit incorporated group
and mental health.
whose resources for operation
"Our 11 members are are derived from membership

Rathskeller waitress staff
blasts customer tipping
Rathskeller
waitresses
(students on Work/Study )
have been going home on busy
Friday nights with 20 cents in
lips ill their pockets.
Acyyrding (o Rathskeller
assistant manager Arnoldo
Torres, there have been com
plaints about waitresses being
slow sitting ..down on the job
apd not being receptive to cus
tomers at the right time.
But the waitresseiJecflhul
they work hard ahd'deigrve
more credit than they atfc gi
ven.
One waitress commented
that "college students cap be
less considerate than lO-ye*arolds when it comes to tipping.
The lack of common courtesy
should not-bp,dismissed siny,>*>
ply because we are college
students."
JO-

student workers, arc counting
heavily on the possibility ol
forming a student workers union. Torres and Rathskeller
cook Jeff Hall sent out a news
letter publicizing the union
with plans to set up a petition
booth in the University Cen
ter.
According to Torres, re
sponse to the union has been
poor so far. Support is needed
from 70 per cent of the uni
versity's 300 workers.
The resulting wage in
crease, the union organizers
primary demand, would mean
compensation for poor tips for
Rathskeller
waitresses.

Torres stressed the im
portance of student concern
and urges interested people to
contact Jeff Hall or himself.
"We're doing this for you:
• RATHSKELLER wail-, there's no glory in it for us."
losses, along with oilier I OP 1res sa.i(l.
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°APe"n 1 there will be a march in front of the Stockton City Hal!
April lltherL
A
n 14 at 8 p.m., a multi-media presentutjot.
entitled "The Time is

Now" will take place at the ScottishHil(!
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The ASUOP grocery now has an official name.

323

t*y

ASUOP grocery store
now Garden of Eatin 1
Alter much debute the
ASUOP grocery store in the
University Center has finally
been blessed with a name.
"The Garden of Eatin'
was arrived at after a list of
names was submitted to the
University Center Board of
Directors.

to the board and this time "The
Gardin' of Eatin" was ap
proved. UOP student Pamela
Yant entered the name in the
contest and has been awarded
$10 worth of food from the gro
cery store.

ACCORDING TO Mark
Rogo, manager of the store and
The name "Yak n Snak" former ASUOP vice presi
was originally chosen by the dent, the store was initially
board but was apparently not making a profit but is now
well received. Another list was breaking even. "There are
then left at the grocery store things we didn't anticipate at
coupler lor approximately a first," he-said.
month and customers were
They Jhaye had to hire a
free to vote.
bookkeeper and, an inventory
...
.
,
A list was again submitted
clerk which has resulted in a
higher labor cost than ex
pected. Rogo said that "the
[PM%J
gross sales are more than we
expected and the expenses are

TYPEWRITER" RENTAL LOW RATES|
CALCULATOR
will apply
ADDING MACHINE SALES on purchasel
SMITH-CORONA

IBM

2

I

Manuel Typewriter*
Student Special

I

3 months for $20

130 Noitli CalilOPnH 'AS5-5B81

mation and applications.

'»a"R-y0

But generally the store is
doing well, he says, and it is
Rogo's hope that the students
will continue to operate the
store.
He owes thanks to three
people in particular who have
been helpful in the store's pro
gress: Jim D'angelus, Gemco
manager; Bob Me Masters,
finance director and Financial
Vice President Robert Winterberg.
Rogo is organizing a semi
nar bh managing grocery
stores at Loyola University
which will help other cam
puses set up similar opera
tions. He also will be visiting
Grossmont College,
Sacra
mento State and Stanford.

SONY-O-MATIC®
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PLACEMENT CENTER RECRUITMENT DATES;
April 18 - Modesto City Schools - Elementary: K-6,
Teachers of Bilingual Education. Teachers of ESL. Special
Education-EH,OH,TMR. EMU: Secondary: Girl'sP.E.,Dri
ver Ed., Home Ec\, Industrial Ed., Music-Vocal. Reading Specialists, Math., Special Ed.-EMU.
April 22-25 - Action - Peace Corps - VISTA - B.A. or higher;
540 different classifications in Agriculture, skill trades, educa
tion, health and business, etc.
Sign up for interviews at the Placement Office, corner of
Pacific Avenue and Knoles Way.

j
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221 East 50th Sfreef New York, N. Y 10022
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ACADEMIC YEAR ABROAD

Hi I. jamcstown!
STOCKTON. CAUF .

• iaue>%«

IN THE UNIVERSITY CENTER

Fly and drive or sit and sail—however you plan to qet
1 Ih 3 1 *! , h e T t r i p m u c h m o r e f un when you
Irrive thnrJ
^ T r a v e l e r s along. And when you
S n o b e , t e r w a y t o s i t b a c k - relax and
fl . i u ' •
the L n v T V y o a r s e l f t h a n w i t h 'he mellow sounds of
Rarifr 0 y ' V e S - o u r nickname for Sony Portable
Radios. Music, news, weather, sports—it's all at vour
y°U k""9 al0ng 0ne of ,he Sony TraveTe9re HS W'

foryournexftripf

^ ^

Travelers

insider

TFM-7150W
• FM/AM portable,
featuring battery and
AC operation for
versatile use at home
and away
• Exceptionally clear
reception
• Tone control switch
1 E a rphone included

«....

owlY

00

1

"ITS A SONY."

with x-tra mike
FULl STOCK OF OTHER SONY'S AVAILABLE
LITRONIX 2230

With Full
Exchange
Memory
Sq. Root

C"mo

C-60

List Price $2.99
Sale Price $2.18
C-9D List Price $3.99
Sale Price $3-15

8T-100

Vse eighl-w. ok

I)

BUDGET REQUEST DEADLINES for funds from
ASUOP and College of the Pacific Association (COPA) are,
respectively, April 11 and April 15.

SI'tiCIAI. DISCOl xr soir
SOKOHITV.ii •HATKKNITY
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Party Supplies • Groctrto •
Ksg Beer • Fraa Dolivary

CASE
MIKE
TAPE
TELEPHONE ADAPT.
CAR ADAPT.
PATCH CORD.
BATTERIES
MIKE CASE
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. ch Labour I
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/heBritb»h
Apr'1 ll4U,ThP
Briush
c
Tisi"
Theate , yyn EcononRc
a m' "on in Politics
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SCHOOL OF EDUCATION will hold credential committee meetings necessary tor advancement to credential can
didacy and enrollment in advanced education courses during
the week of April 14. Appointments should be made with the
credential candidacy secretary in Owen 208B. 946-2556.

WOUENSAK RECORDING KIT 4055

CASSETTE-CORDERTC-6'L

seoar:l"

Center5FYir'niore informotio11

LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN

i itpijbi m»

nF PART,AMid'
^

are welcome to attend.

A YtAR or a SEMESTER abroad
may be cheaper than a
,
YEAR'or SEMESTER in the States.
Why not live, study and learn in EUROPE ?

|
PHONE 4?$.3775

n!
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C
COT'Ao'"
not1•s
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CHICK THIS OUT

INCLUDING 2 Pioneer speakers TS-163

C°PJredattlfe

ASSOCIATED JEWISH STUDENTS (AJS) will be holding a meeting at 5:30 today in the Grace Covell Patio Room. All

more than we expected.'

| ~SepvUtti A Liquors

Monthly

from' T

cnnrHOW UNIVERSITY IN TAIPEI, Taiwan, Republic
nf Chhia has announced a summer session lor July 7-Augusl
p
iimpni closes May 15 for this Reasonably priced sum29' En™!l
Contact Dr. Edward L. Rada, Box 133, 308
Westwood Plaza, Los Angeles, CA 90024 for turther infor

I

Electric Typewriters

ONLY

I#*

N '

At your University Book Store

If you've just quit smoking and don't
know what to do with your ash tray, take a
tip from Pioneer. Insfrll a TP-232. It's
really tiny for an 8-track stereo player (you
got it; small enough to fit most ash trays).
And what it doesn't have in sheer bulk, it
makes up in sheer features.

,'Urt! 753-0105 01
(916)

of each month from
Saving,

STATE SENATOR CLARE BERRYHILL will be speak•
n ml President's Dining Hall April 14 at 4 p.m. All mem.
'n6'"1campus community are invited. His appearance is

ARTIST MIKE BRUNS (L) AND STORE MANAGER MARK ROGO

Next week will be Delta
Interest Group (DIG) week
and several activities are
planned to informally intro
duce potential members to the
sorority and its objectives.
Among the events planned are
a spaghetti dinner, "creative
night at Eiselen," a volleyball
game, a skating party, an offcampus dance, a pool party
and a picnic.
Those interested iq ^t^ending any or all of these gettogethers may contact Sharifa
Kimble in Grace Covell, room

TP-232. Mini 8-track stereo player.

ItA."-

uld »'
.|,ou
'
. u 1l 1'"
L'O'l
ii,u,--1v.'.i-uity
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"MEMBERSHIP
WILL
not be,limited to blacks, but
girls interested must be of
'good
character',
have
accumulated at least a 2.6 GPA
and either enrolled in college
or have previously earned a
bachelor's degree. Admission
will be selective," she pointed
out, "but Delta College stu
dents will be invited to rush
next fall, to broaden the com
munity base. "

07 PIONEER

- •'i"
i->iki
iv'iyin*'-.;, niid-^',y |)«.-.•*"''
31"
iOf
u
l1^,, to Ipn
1
W
IMAK1- ,l'
in tl'
•titio" 1
.111*' "
AlvtATfnlJob"lpt'inK"'*'

Temple.

"The Deltas don't want to
be separate but rather get in
volved with the other Greek
houses," Kimble explained.
"As a member of the Panhellenic Council, we plan to rush
on campus simultaneously
with the other sororities. In
fact, we believe we are an as
set to the university by provid
ing involvement for potential
minority students at UOP,"
she asserted.

HfRMES

-Ml)

^^""Tjn^nformation to 'miscidlan^^

dues and money-making acti
vities. An Afro spring fashion
show held last month netted
the group $250 which has been
earmarked for college scholar
ships to needy Stockton stu
dents. Kimble hopes to be
allotted a budget from ASUOP
next year to cover'operating
costs.

st >,M'11 ,T

List Pr'ce

$3.99

Sale Price $2.49

DEADLINE FOR CHAR'
the summer is approaching
ight, see the ASUOP tr«V«
and

Michelle French, in the

A

and M-Th. from noon-2 p.m

Gallup cancels
Pollster George Gallup
Jr., scheduled to speak ai
UOP last Wednesday night
was forced to cancel lu>
engagement due to ui
illness he contracted 1 lies
day.
ASUOP Forum I)irec
tor Phill Hoge said thai hi
will attempt to arrange
time for Gallup to speak
later this month.
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DATES:

icnlary: K-6,
KSL, Special
tTsP.F., DriReadingSpe•A, or higher:
l ades, educaice, corner of
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AIVIATEUR FILMMAKERS h iV«.
l c,iU:r
jr films in competition in the First ZZTo^ °
A Pan*' distinguished filnmtak ",^ ,^.7 Ki'm *'«»•
j"
dge the
the film*
filnis
j three cash prizes ofus
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Judge
plus honorable
T"
e,Ul0l,s will be
rded. Entries should be submitted hv "
y 5 P-'"- May 2. For
formation contaei th„ iw
,K0ia5 »r University Exta,lu «•

COP SENIORS: GRADUATION amm«,
EMENTS
,jn be ordered at the COPA office (QuonseV?
•jrds and thank-you notes must be ordercH r°T A>' Name
red and Paid for by
tfril 11-
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PAID SUMMER INTERNSHIPS With local.
J#agencies are available to all full-time HOP ,

ded
questions from the
mal1' b"t
interested grouu
f
n
gr°up in attendance.

withT.DISCUSSI°N began
g
with the topic of train
lllc V10laHons and v
a °utlined the
laws " a

T1U1 J"S'

htudents who
ijve completed a year of college work n
-umber of these eight-week internshios r T a limited
jcoby at Bannister 200D or call 946-2450 '
'l Harold

ANYONE INTERESTED IN BEINF A
Freshman Camp should sign up |!
enter. For more information call 466-1496

Je

intial commitredential can.•ourses during
made with the
946-2556.
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<^,1 ®^$cusses student legal problems

BARTER LOWHIE
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JEAN-MICHEL COUSTEAU son nl th ,
lorer Jacques Cousteau. will lead • , month i° aiV.ed sea ex'
liti°B to the South Pacific and has openings for n
°,XPL'"
cnuges 16-20. Interested Persons .sLukl c mi^ u?, ^^
97'-7o7l or
rile to Project Ocean Search, Peuuerdm,. i
fContinuing Education, 8035 S Vermont Ave'V*'^ Sth00'
A,lgoleiiA90044. Registration deadline is May 1, if^'
DEADLINE FOR CHARTER FLIOHT« m.
dVmg early ln
ie summer is approaching soon For h i
light, see the ASUOP travel reore^n, ? P
fheduli"g a
ad Michelle French, in the ASUOP office M-F'from^
m 8"10 a m'
jnd M-Th. from noon-2 p.m.

Gallup cancels
Pollster George Gallup,
Jr.. scheduled to speak at
|L0P last Wednesday night,
was forced to cancel
engagement due to
illness he contracted Tues||day.

ASUOP Forum Direc
tor Phill Hoge said that he
•ill attempt to arrange a
[lime lor Gallup to speak
r this month.

StatiSt'Ca'ly rnales between
tween tf|
the ages ofi
6 and 25 have
the worst records and tend lo
Pay accordingly.
°

Anyone 18 or over who re
, ""«~62$k'
52ar
lolations in any one year of a.

three-year period dated (rQm
the fmst citation is automatichave°nhPr°bati0n and liable
nave his or her license CM
^nded for a time. Moving vi-"
°'d '°ns Cd""t as one offense
while reckless or drunk dri
ving count double," Vieira empnasized.
"Once the three years are
up, the count begins again with
a subsequent citation; but pre
vious offenses always remain
on
one's permanent
re
cord."

TYPEW*«TERS
NEW ELECTRIC ADDING MACHINES
TM D
RENT-TO OWN

$ 0 Per fionth—all rent applied on purchase
Keep until, pg.d for or return any time
No tricks - No - gimmicks - No interest

to the'volte? iS s0me question
Ian
ahdily of a moving vi-

r e s u l l s i n a two
d av i a
LSenlence' up t0 a $5,000
ne and other implications."

"Passing them, choose the rested," Vierra stated.
back rent until the problem is
breathalizer balloon test over
alleviated. Find out before
story of{Jn
sob
blood or urine samples be
California is one state that
hand what responsibilities are
duced fin,.
esuIts in a recause it is the least accurate,
attempts to define "probable
the landlord's." Schwartz em
IF ONE is stopped under easiest to administer and most cause" and somewhat limits
of"
ficer fails tosh'flht>CUing
phasized.
, esecircumstances, thereare often proven invalid.
search procedure to that of
Take color photographs
two things Vieira advises.
"On the other hand, if your checking for a relatively visi
of the apartment when you
Drunk driving is a very
<u n6 the Pre''minary tests sobriety is very questiona ble quantity of drugs—or wea
leave if there is any question us
warned
S a (walking a straight line, touch ble—it doesn't take much alco pons if the officer feels his life to the landlord's character.
ing
the
tip
of
the
nose,
bend
and
is threatened.
hol to be considered legally
St offense carries
t
Normal wear and tear cannot
hand on the alternate fool, drunk—then refuse to take ancond off 3 $35° line und a se"
be subtracted from a cleaning
A HIKER cited, for an il
eond offense within five years' etc.) only if yOU feel you can y of these tests, preliminary or
or security deposit," Schwartz
legal campfire had his back
Pass them.
breath," Vieira stated.
contended.
A refusai means an over pack investigated to the point
"Negligence, such us holes
night trip to jail but local bail of opening every bottle and
in
the
wall or damaged furni
cannister
in
whicn
a
few
num
bondsmen are available. It can
ture, can be collected from, but
also mean six mont hs without a bers were found, "Schwartz re
called.
general rug cleaning and wall
license."
painting upon vacancy is the
"This was ruled un
"The advantages to this
landlord's responsibility."
warranted by the courts. But
policy are that, when the de
fendant is finally brought to don't become blase about pos
"DON'T HESITATE tofile
court, he will be very sober and session. Officers will search
a claim against a manager who
first and question later."
it will be his word against the
owes you money. Withheld de
officer, who has no justifying
"One can be arrested lor
posits and last month rents up
proof at all."
driving a ear with a Concealed
to $500 are common cases in
weapon without a license to do
"This will hopefully result
small claims court," Schwartz
in a lessening of the violation to so, and this is compounded if
noted.
a moving one, which is much! the gUn is loaded. This in
cludes the transporting of gun
less serious on one's record,"
"One doesn't need a law
Vieira stated.
and rifle collections as well.
yer. Just go to the courthouse
Keep all weapons empty and on and fill out the necessary
Vieira is adamant on
the seat in plain view," forms. If the defendant has any
drugs. "Do not drive with dope
in the car! If one is stopped lor "Schwartz advised.
assets they can be tapped."
Many landlord - tenant
a routine traffic citation and
Verbal rental agreements
the officer finds the least pro disagreements can be eli
have many criteria implicit to
minated by reading and under
bable cause' to search the
both parties also. "This is safer
standing all points beforesign- for a tenant who prefers a
whole vehicle and its occu
ing the lease," said Schwartz. I month-to-month basis because
pants, he can and will.
"Receipts should be collected
"SUCH furtive conduct'
he can leave on a 30-day no
and all rents paid by check with
as ducking one's head or hand
tice. A landlord must also give
under the seat or objects a note indicating such in one
his renter a 30-day notice to va
corner.
thrown from the car before it
cate," Vieira said.
"If a landlord fails lo re
comes to a stop are search sig
pair defects thai are his re
nals," he said.
see SEMINAR pg. eight
sponsibility, a tenant may hold
"The sweet smell of a
vegetable-like substance' is a
favorite officer's phrase which
means certain investigation. If
ATTORNEY DON F. VIEIRA
the officer finds any drugs, all
the occupants of the vehicle
"Drunk driving is a very serious violation.'
can and probably will be ar
it ounttaTkheUi°C0Unandfight
e
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of a democracy of

A NEW IDEA IN
$TOCKTON THAT
CAN $AVE YOU
HUNDRED$ OF THE
DOLLAR$ ON
—
AUTO REPAIR
BILL$
DO-IT-YOURSELF
AUTO REPAIR
SHOP

than*ursthe^Ja^kness. °

fO MONAGHAN"S

Hock ton
riter Co.

• Downtown—249 E. Miner
• Lincoln Cenier North
• lodi—107 W Pine St.

• EXPERT MECHANIC ALWAYS ON DUTY •

N08TH STORE NEXT TO PAY LESS
OPEN SATUROAYS til 5 P.M.

444 N. EDISON ST. JUST SOUTH OF E. FREMONT
STOCKTON, CALIF.
TELEPHONE (209) 464-7042

AMERICANA BOOK SALE

ITER

APRIL 11 TO APRIL 25
OVER '10,000 OF BOOKS ON SALE

I

Tt»: COLOKFt.'!. i fORV O f
AMERICAN^

!

iNDr"'°

Jw

ILS

•00
T HE

ABLE

igineered by
es new stan"

il r e c o r d i n g s

'S contain•

all

Norclco

WAY TO APPOMATTOX
(Popular Edition) Contains all the
drawings, engravings & maps of
t9e original volume published 20
years after the Civil War (plus the ine x to all four volumes of the series
Battles & Leaders of the Civil War"),
^counts the last days of the Cone deracy in accounts by the men
pnose names have become synony
mous with the blunders & bravery of
h e s e war years: Grant, Sherman,
ee - Hood, Early, et al. 835 pages,
at $10.00 Sale $4.98

Special Value
A BOOK OF OLD MAPS
Delineating American History. C o m -

niled & e d i t e d b y Fite & F r e e m a n . In
luxuriously o v e r s i z e d 1 0 x 1 4 f o r m a t ,
75 f u l l - p a g e m a p s tracing t h e his ory
of t h e N e w W o r l d f r o m m a n sealiest
k n o w l e d g e of it, t h r o u g h t h e Revol
utionary War. includes the famous
Vinland M a p & t h o s e d r a w n by
C a b o t , D r a k e , C h a m p l a . n , Jol.et &
m a n y o t h e r s , e a c h a c c o m p a n i e d by
a n e x p l a n a t o r y essay. Index. P u b .
$100.00 Sale $16.98

The Colorful Story of
NORTH AMERICAN INDIANS

COWBOYS

The Real Story of Cowboys and Cat
tlemen By Royal B. Hassrick. Excit
ing story of cowboys & ranch life in
the American West from the early
days of the pioneering cattle drives
to modern style ranching & up-todate business methods. Over 150
photos in color and black & white.
Pub. at $10.00
Sale $4.98

By Royal B. Hassrick. Fascinating
study of many Indian tribes: their
way of life, system of marriage, re
ligious customs, arts & crafts and
much more. Includes the Apache,
Navajo, Pima, Hopi, Cherokee,
Shawnee, Pawnee, Cheyenne &
many others. Over 200 illus. in b/w &
color. Pub. at $10.00 Sale $4.98

Special Value
700 Decisive Events in the History of
Mankind. Written especially for this
superb volume by an international
panel of distinguished scholars, 100
essays encompassing the entire
sweep of histpry, from the forma
tion of the earliest states in Egypt ?
Sumar to the landing of Apollo 11 on
the Moon in 1969. Over 1,500 illus.,
inearly one third full color, plus many
maps & diagrams; 913 pages; Index.
Publ at $30.00 Sale $19.98

Friday, April lj
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Senate

Seminar
from pg. seven
The ASIJOP fairhousing
office has pamphlets on tenant
rights available for students
which outline manv of these
discrepancies. For those plan
ning off-campus moves, there
is also a booklet on local apart
ments and individual rental I
procedures that can be very
helpful.
The Legal Services Center
is sponsored by ASUOP and
volunteers who donate their
time three days a week to coun
sel and answer personal stu-.
dent matters of a legal nature.
The two attorneys, Vieira
and Schwartz, are on campus
after7p.m. Mondays and Tues
days.
Don Green. a second-year
law student on work-study
from McGeorge, is available at
the ASUOP of f ice Mondays and
Wednesdays after 4 p.m.
Two additional law stu

dents. Hilary Dozer and Jim
Steurmier. help with trailic
violations and less complex
legal matters. Counseling is
free and available by appoint
ment only through Adminis
trative Assistant Barbara Zettel at the ASUOP office, 9462233.

Senator Marc Bouret said
the blame was not Goldeen's in
regard to the job application
story, but was ASUOP's in
stead. "You should have told
the editor-inchief, not the news
editor," he declared.

Increase
from pg. one

Rosenberg asked Goldeen
why issues of the Pacifican
were not printed during the
first two weeks of the new
semester. Goldeen said this
was because time was needed
to train the new staff.

"The increase is a step I
should have taken in Decem
ber," admitted Fairbrook.
"But I was so concerned with
getting the new facilities ap
proved, I simply didn't have
the time."
The Food Service is trying
to ease the burden of the in
crease to meal ticket holders
by increasing the value of the
ticket 20 cents a day.

Bouret moved to confirm
Goldeen as the new editor-inchief and the motion passed
with fO in favor, three opposed
and two abstentions. No action
was taken on the proposed
priority system.
IN OTHER business, the
senate voted to endorse Rosen
berg's proposal regarding the
lifting of the restrictions on
rock concerts in the Stockton
Civic
Auditorium.
This
proposal will be presented to
the City Council for approval
on Monday.
President Karen Akerson
reported that proposals for
alternatives to the board and
room increases will be pre
sented to the Board of Regents
May 13.
Akerson also stated that
applications for AcademicAffairs Director are still being
accepted since no one has filed
for that position.
The senate voted to allow a
maximum expenditure of
$5,200 for next year's discount
coupon books. Four thousand
will be printed.

from pg. one
of previous criminal convic
tions. Rosenberg mentioned
that even the mayor of Stock
ton has questions about the
legality of that clause.
Kerwin's proposal is
basically a plea for indoor con
certs being exempted from
resolution 30702. It points out,
among other things that:
—no other city or concert
hall in this area (and none that
were contacted) impose such
severe restrictions.
—each weekend numerous
carloads of UOP students
travel to Berkeley orSan Fran
cisco to attend concerts, there
by risking possible death on the
highway.
—there are thousands of
students throughout Stockton
who enjoy rock music and who
could thus provide consider
able revenue for the city.
—at least one of the clauses
in the present resolution is ille
gal.
Rosenberg
emphasized
that the proposal will have to
go through "miles of red tape"
before—and if—it is ever voted
on by the City Council. He also
said that if no action is taken by
the council, then he and Kerwin
would possibly go to
Federal
Court
in
San
Francisco,
depending
on
student interest.
The resolution was passed
by the Stockton City Council in
August 1973. .
Prior to the resolution,
numerous outdoor shows were

PACIFICAN CLASSIFIEDS
HELP WANTED
Summer jobs for '75, no exper
ience necessary. Apply for
jobs at State and Federal
Parks, Guest Ranches, Tour
ist resorts, private . camps.
Learn How, When, and Where
to apply. Receive over 200 Ca
lifornia names and addresses.
Send $3 to J.O.B.. P.O. BOX
708, Monterey, CA.. 93940
TF's, GRADS, PROFS, earn
$2,000 or more & free 5-8 weeks
CA. ASIA
in EUROPE. AFRICA,
Nationwide educational Or
ganization needs qualified
leaders for H.S. and college
groups. Send name, addres ;.
phone, school, resume, leader
ship exp. to: Center for For
eign Sludy, P.O. Box 606. Ann
Arbor, Mich., 48107
Grocery Store manager's posi
tion open— now accepting
applications which are avail
able at the ASUOP office.
Artist needed to do posters,
other art work. Call 465-8356 be
tween 10 a.m. and 6 p.m. —
Mori. - Sat.
MEN - WOMEN! JOBS ON
SHIPS! No experience re
quired. Excellent pay. World
wide travel. Perfect summer
job or career. Send $3 for
information. SEAFAX, Dept.
C-12, P.O. Box 2049, Port
Angeles, Washingtong 98362,

6008

Want to stop smoking? Class
es are now being formed. For
information call Jan. 477-8364.

hosted by UOP in the Pacific
Memorial • Stadium. Groups
such as It's a Beautiful Day,
Chicago, Tower of Power and
Ten Years After performed
there.
IN MAY of f972 a concert
at the stadium featuring Ten
Year's After ended in the
shooting death of a man. A suit
was filed by the deceased's
wife. President Stanley McCaf
frey immediately
banned
further concerts in the football
stadium.

I

Lost: one dental retainer. Call
Administration, 946-2211.
Found: Pair of expensive
gloves.
Call 462-1484 and identify.
Found: set of cymbals.
Identify in order to claim. Con
tact Liz 462-9458 #210.

TYPING

STEREO EQUIPMENT
High fidelity equipment for.
sale:
2 JBL 100's - 2 large Advents,
Phase Linear 400-400 plus
Watts RMS per channel. Pioneer-Autotuning Receiver SX2500, for $1,050. John 477-8277 Serious inquiries only.

EXPERT TYPING: Disserta
tions, theses, term papers,
etc., done professionally by
Genevieve Madias.
Hours:
6pm.-10pm. Call 478-0354

A year later, a concert was
held inside Billy Hebert Field
at Oak Park, which featured
Fleetwood Mac, Buddy Miles,
Canned Heat and Elvin Bishop.
Violence broke out in the park
area outside of the baseball
field.
Persons were throwing
bottles at other persons in that
area, while the crowd watch
ing the concert inside the field
remained
peaceful. Then,
without announcement, the
police fired tear gas into the
unsuspecting crowd on the
field, sending thousands of per
sons into a stampede, forcing
them to scale wire fences toes
cape the gas.
A number of Stockton
police officers were repri
manded for their roles in the
senseless attack and for al
leged lincidences of brutality
towards some of the concertgoers. Persons reported thatpolice had taken part in
beatings and other attacks.

(PSAGrinnftngMrds).

For Sale - 2 Advent speakers
(oiled walnut) $160.00. 2 JBL
100's studio monitor speakers,
$575.00 or best offer. Call John,
477-8277.
FOR SALE: SR10 ealculalormint condition. New $130, sac
rifice at only $55. Contact Jim
at 462-9502 evenings.

Hand believes we cannot point to any single catalyst f()r
onward drift
feels mac
that among the
'.
or r0a
the upward
drill in
in GPA's.
GPA's. He lee.s
me maj
major
sons for the climb are the options to take Pass/No Credit
courses: that lower grades such as C s have become a symb0l
of failure, and that B's have come to be considered the aver'
age grade: and that contract systems, where a sludenigl,ls
certain grade if he completes an agreed amount of work, m,
may have a great deal to do with grade inllation.
History Professor Dr. Ehrling Erickson lcels that some
distortion of the contract system may contribute to the u,
swing " grades. He points out that many grade contracts
simply require a student to do X amount ol work to get an A,
HF CONTENDS that, in a true grade contract system, thc
student must not only complete the quantity of work agreed
upon, but he must also maintain outstanding quality if he iiss to
obtain the grade desired.

I

The house, now on the
drawing board, will be con
structed southwest of the
School of Pharmacy and will
include accommodations for 30
members. The house would
consist of 15 separate apart
ment-type rooms complete
with kitchenette and bath.

In addition to everything else. Hand feels that grades may
have gone up because more than one system ol grading is used.
It used to be done by putting students on a bell curve, and then
simply giving them the grade of the category into which they

"Phi Delta Chi has had
problems with its neighbors at
the present address,' com
mented Ralph Saroyan, form
er faculty advisor to the house.
"A couple of years ago, enough complaints were regis
tered with the dean to warrant
a probation period for
the
house."
The fraternity is now off
probation, but the house is still
not adequate for accommodat
ing a fraternity.
Saroyan said that lack of
an outside recreation room and
being surrounded by a resi
dential area necessitated the
change of location.

Fly with us foi
song to' eleven cities.
WanttocatchaPSAGrinningbird? That's easy. Just catch
up with your campus rep
a mt.

NEED MAGIC FINGERS?
We've got 20 to do your typing
for you. Cull Patty or Livvy at
478-2400 after 4 p.m.

Al Stanford University, the student paper reports that the
average student's GPA there is over 3:5. b orty-two per cento!
the the grades given at Yale last spring were As. American
University gave 75 per cent A's and B s last spring, San jUSe
State. 64 per cent.
The statistics are about the same here al I acific, though
not auite as high. Last fall and winter, over 50 per cent ul the
students who wee graded received over a 3.0 average, whereas only 4 per cent received below a 2.0 average. A little over 50
per cent of the grades given at UOP were A s and B's.
In the School of Education last fall, over 28 per cent of the
students averaged 3.8 or betger, almost twice the overall
university average. Over 63 per cent (almost two-thirds) of all
the grades given for COP psychology classes in the lull and
spring of 1973-74 were A s, and 82 per cent ol the grades were
A's and B's.

Early spring
brings out

Incited by early spring
weather,
people
began
"screaming rebel yells and
calling for a streak," accord
ing to an eyewitness. "Then
they began singing Christmas
carols, and finally two people
started it off."
More than 300 people
formed a line for thestreakers,
who ran in pairs and then in
groups of 10 and 12.
The university made
streaking history last March
when 1,583 students ran across
campus at the same time, set
ting a national record. Six
streakers were arrested in that
mass run and their trial was
scheduled for the middle of
February.

TYPING. Typist w/lBM Selectric carbon ribbon typewri
ter wants to work on manu
scripts, dissertations and the
Excellent Condition! Toshiba ses. References. Cull 478-4197.
solid state stereo phonograph
TYPING. Expert typist de
system. AM/FM radio. 8-track
sires papers that need to b(
stereo cartridge. 1 yr. old.
typed. Cull Carol, 478-9157 M
Contact Randi, Box 302Red,
TH
9-6,
Fri.
2-6.
Callison Lodge.
For Sale - Nickel plated Bundy
Typing done in my home. Call
flute, slightly used. $130.00
463-8911 anytime.
negotiable. Contact Jan at 4776432.

W///'//////,

For Sale: '63 yellow custombuilt VW with wide tires, flared
fenders, white diamond tuck
and AM/FM eight trackstereo. Good condition. $1,200 or
best offer. Cull Brenda 4668155.

Please call 946-2114 if you have
sold your item or wish lo dis
continue your classified ad./
For Sale - Good Transporta
Ads will not be repeated after
tion!
two weeks without a call. If you
Raleigh, 3 speed bike, good
have a classified ad, it must be
condition. '
brought or phoned in before
$35. Leslie 477-8277.
Tuesday 5 p.m. of thai week.
For Dale - Schwinn 10-speed 1969 VW bug. New engine, good People do read the Classi
bike and bumper mount bike brakes and tires. Runs very fieds; you're doing it right now.
rack for car. Call Linda at 463- well. $1,000 or best offer. 463- It's still free, so call to
0832
day..946-2114.
6433.
1966 VW bus. Brand new 1600
Wanted: A miniature black rebuilt engine, excellent body
Dachsund, male. Price no ob condition, radio, good trans
$1,000. Contact
ject. Call K. Allen at 477-8429. portation.
Dave 466-8719, evenings after 7,
Calculator lor sale Texas except Wednesdays.
Instruments SR-11. Excellent
condition - cover, AC adaptor. For Sale - 1962 Dodge Coronet
Mike - 477-7747.
Beige, 4-door, V-8 automatic.
Power windows, brakes, and
Must Sell! Sears Coldspot steering. 77,000 miles. $150.00
(University Size) refrigerator. See Carol Hickman Finance
Mustard yellow. Like new Center #2446 or 948-9665.
- (1974 model) $90 or best offer.
Call Amy or Nora at 462-9326.
1969 VW Bug - New rebuilt en
gine, new clutch, new brakes
and good tires. Runs well. $1200
or best offer. 463-9336,

Need to find tuperware party
or dealer. Contact me by leav
ing a message in the Music
Library for Paul R. or phone
464-6055 after 10 p.m.
Two Riders needed to Chicago,
Morrisey
Detroit, Cleveland area.
Leaving April 15. Share ex
penses, driving. Call 951-4364. Box 90, Syracuse, N.Y. 13201

00

and directoi
National De
"Ver last-mi
J""1 his ass
°Urney whit
lr°fo 58 coll

VALUESTofy()i-

Please send new 20 pg. booklet, "Planning Your Engagement and Wedding" plus
full color folder and 44 pg. Bride's Book gift offer all for only 254.

Name-

CityState-

. Zip-

Find Keepsake Jewelers in the Yellow Pages or dial free 800-243-6000.

'/

/

POLGLASE
*Xwo hundred of the "
• n'c top debaters and delta
naches will arrive at UOP th
Weekend to contend ioj •<
lor-s in the 29th annual N
innal Debate Tourname
(NDT) to be held on Saturda
Sunday and Monday.

Gettir

Keepsake*

Address

By MICHAEL BEERY

Or Paul Win

%

T-SHIRTS

A perfect Keepsake
diamond says it all,
reflecting your love in
its brilliance and beauty.
And you can choose with
confidence because the
Keepsake guarantee assures
perfect clarity, fine white
color and precise
modern cut. There is
no finer diamond ring.

for t

One possible way to make GPA's more meaningful is sug
gested by Dr. Wallace Caldwell, political science professor
and pre-law advisor here at Pacific. He believes that graphs
which show the grade distribution for different departments
should be sent to graduate and professional schools to give
GPA s more meaning. This would show graduate schools
where a student falls in proportion to the rest of the students in
his area of major.

__

Love is a giving thing.

fifty-eighti

THIS PROBLEM of grade inflation has a special impact
on graduate schools trying lo choose their students. Assistant
Dean of Stanford Law School William Keough said that
"everyone coming in with a 4.0 makes it hard to evaluate the
grades."
The meaning of a GPA can vary from school to school, for
example, Stanford only gives A.B. and C grades. Dean of Insti
tutional Research at UOP Hans Wagner points out that this
places the 0-4 grading scale out of proportion, because the 2.0
comes to represent failure rather an average. This makcsaS.5
at Stanford much less meaningful than a 3.5 at UOP.
Administrators and faculty are in the advanced stageso[
study and are ready for action. The UOP committee is recom
mending changes in grading like reinstating the F. and restric
ting use of the Pass/No Credit system.
Most recommendations by the committee do what thc
committee says they do. they "...structure a system ol gra
ding based on an established tradition..."

AUTOS
For Sale: 1974 Bricklin - in
Stockton.
Electric Gull Wing Doors,
AM/FM, Air Cond.,
Magi
wheels, radials.
Contact (209) 478-$©|§

Vol- 75. No. 7

On the other hand, only 16 per cent of the grades in poli
tical science classes were A's during the same period, and only
18.6 per cent of the grades in business classes were A's.
Last year at Yale, 46 per cent of the senior class gra
duated with honors. Here al Pacific, in 1973, 40 per cent of the
graduating class received some kind of honors recognition.
That number climbed to 56 per cent for the class of '74.
Hand finds grade inflation as a serious problem, because
graduate and professional schools now depend more on na
tional tests like the LSAT and the MCAT.
This may be to the ultimate disadvantage of the students,
since scores on national standardized tests seem to be going
down, and an indication that students are either lower in abi
lity or less trained lor taking pressure exams than students ol
earlier years.

wr& deflating
inflation *

For Sale - Stereo Components:
Will sell to best offer. Sansui
QS-01 Quad, full logic matrix
decoder , Sansui QS-500 Quad,
converter. If seriously inter
ested, call Ed, 462-9336.

c_

Now he says, we have a hybrid system where students can
take easier classes for higher grades, and more difficult
classes on a Pass/No Credit basis.

(CPS) The first streakers
of the season made a cameo ap
pearance early this month
when 35 students at the Uni
versity of Georgia/Athens
dashed across the campus
quadrangle.

The unofficial
state bird, PSA, has
more flights connecting
northern and southern Cali
fornia than any other airline.

C

le"'

the streakers

FOR SALE OR RENT
SACRIFICE! 3 mo. old Bauer
C4, Super mm movie camera.
1:4 auto, zoom ratio single. 8,36
lrames/sec. Auto & manual
exposure control.
Contact
Sherry al Farley House Km.
311. 462-9146

ALTHOUGH HE finds no evidence that this S u_
'
major
cause
of gi
grade
inflation. Hand docs _ acknowledge
CtlUSt
U1
uuv •••*
the
<>•' broi^
I possibility that student pressure
sors may have something to do with the higher grades stu
I d e n t sa r egetting. H ea l s o p o i n t so u tt h a t ,t h o u g hi tm i *
I to benefit students in the short run, in the long i un, this wo^
| not be good for the institution.

Phi Delta Chi, pharmacy
fraternity for men, hasn't had
a permanent house since North
Hall was condemned a lew
years back. But now a new
house will be built—the most
modern such facility at UOP.

Any student wishing to join Lost. HP35 Calculator in
Dean Judith Chambers and Rotunda 105, March 18th, 463Richard Morita lunch contact 6094.
Mark Rogo at the ASUOP
office at any time for an
appointment.
2 College girls interested in
house sitting this summer.
Contact Diane, 462-4727.

from pg. one

What is a fraternity with
out a "frat" house?

UOP IS
THE BIRDS

SERVICES OFFERED LOST AND FOUND
Student tours— Summer 1975:
Europe, Israel, Orient, S.
America, S. Pacific, charter
flights . . ,. Call Cheri at 477-

Frat
on the

Rock concert

from pg. one

Grading

Cruz. Imports

